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Chapter 1
Problem and Idea
1.1 Alumino Silicates
We study the structural and dynamical properties of mixtures of SiO 2 and Al2 O3 , in the liquid
and supercooled regimes. We consider two compositions: one with 13 mol% Al 2 O3 , and one
with 47 mol% Al2 O3 . The structure of pure amorphous SiO2 is well understood. Scattering and
spectroscopy experiments [1, 2] have revealed an almost ideal network of tetrahedra, where each
Si atom is surrounded by four oxygens, and the oxygens each link two neighboring tetrahedra.
In Figure 1.1 we see such a network, the result of a simulation at 3580 K [3]. The structure also
exhibits defects, such as threefold and fivefold coordinated Si, dangling O bonds, and threefold
coordinated O. These defects play an important role in the dynamics. It has been shown that the
migration of these defects in conjunction with the breaking of Si-O bonds is the mechanism for
diffusive motion in amorphous SiO2 [4, 5, 6].
Typical technological silicate glasses contain many different oxides. There are two general
types of oxides that can be distinguished: On the one hand, so-called network modifiers, which
disrupt the tetrahedral network, rather than participating in it. Examples include alkali oxides
(e.g. Na2 O), Y2 O3 , MgO , CaO , and PbO2 . On the other hand, there are oxides such as GeO2 ,
B2 O3 , P2 O5 and Al2 O3 which also form tetrahedral network structures. Among them, Al 2 O3
is a key ingredient of many silicate glasses. Therefore, many experimental studies have been
performed to shed light on the structure of alumino silicates.
The local chemical ordering has been studied by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy, and x-ray scattering [16, 17, 18].
A central, disputed question has been the local structure in the neighborhood of Al atoms. They
are known to be mostly fourfold coordinated by oxygen1 , just as Si is. Unlike Si4+ , however,
Al3+ will produce a local charge if surrounded by four O2− . How does the system obtain local
charge neutrality? Moreover, the fourfold coordination of Al atoms by twofold-coordinated O
results in a lack of O atoms, for stoichiometric reasons2 . In particular, Al2 O3 cannot form a
1

unless the concentration of Al2 O3 becomes very high, as in the mullite composition 3(Al2 O3 )2(SiO2 ); more
on that below.
2
which, of course, also relate back to the different charge of Al.
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Figure 1.1: Structure. Left: SiO2 network. In regions of normal structure, the figure shows tetrahedra
with green faces and white bridging oxygens. Other colors indicate defects. For example, in yellow we
have a 3-fold coordinated Si. Other defects include dangling O bonds (dark blue oxygen), and other
unusual coordinations.
Right: Local structure typical of Al in AS2. Green are two Al atoms, which reside in a two-membered
ring. Including the (red) oxygens, the ring really has four members - but in this context, a member is
considered a cation-anion pair. Note that those oxygens participating in the two-membered ring are 3-fold
coordinated (in this case by two Al and one Si), which earns them the title “tricluster”. As was found in
[7], 95% of such oxygens are triclusters; and 96% of triclusters in AS2 reside in two-membered rings.
Note that a two-membered ring occurs whenever two tetrahedra share an edge (as opposed to a corner).
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SiO2 -like tetrahedral network as the different stoichiometry of Al2 O3 does not have the proper
ratio of O atoms vs. Al atoms.
Above NMR experiments indicate that when the concentration of Al 2 O3 is sufficiently high
(e.g. 60 mol%, the mullite composition 3(Al2 O3 )2(SiO2 )), there is a sizable fraction of five- and
sixfold-coordinated Al.
Further, and more importantly for us, the NMR experiments found evidence for significant
numbers of “triclusters”, i.e. threefold-coordinated O (where one of the three cations surrounding
O is an Al atom) [10, 11, 12, 14, 13, 15]. The possibility of such triclusters has also been found
from ab initio, molecular orbital calculations [19]. This would suggest that compensation to
local charge at fourfold-coordinated Al occurs via threefold coordination of nearby O.
Recently, Winkler et al. [7, 20] have used molecular dynamics simulations (MD) to study a
mixture of SiO2 and Al2 O3 with 33 mol% Al2 O3 (called AS2). There the result was also that
the overwhelming majority of Al atoms is fourfold coordinated by oxygen; and indeed, it was
found that 30% of O atoms form triclusters, mostly involving Al. More insight offers Figure
1.1, which depicts a typical local structure. We see that two tetrahedra, with Al at their centers,
are edge-shared, forming what has been termed a two-membered ring (each cation-oxygen pair
counts as one member). And the oxygens involved in this two-membered ring are triclusters,
each connecting another tetrahedron to the two-membered ring. It was found in [7] that in fact
95% of oxygens in two-membered rings are triclusters. Moreover, 96% of all triclusters in the
system reside in two-membered rings. Hence, these two features belong together.
The result is a different, denser packing of the tetrahedra. Al prefers a different local structure
than Si. To accommodate the needs of both species, the system will form Al-rich regions, with
the denser packing just described, and Al-poor regions, with the usual tetrahedral network. This
microphase separation was indeed observed by Winkler et al. [7, 20]; a prepeak in the partial
static structure factors of cation-cation correlations was found (see Figure 1.2; for the definition
of the structure factor refer to Section 3.3.3). This prepeak implies that there exists an intermediate range order, and that order is the result of the microphase separation just described. The
Al-rich region forms a percolating network whose typical length scale is reflected by the position
−1
of the prepeak; that position is 0.5 Å , corresponding to about 13 Å in real space.
In addition, experiments [21] have shown that there exists a range in the phase diagram of
alumina silicate mixtures (Figure 1.2) where demixing occurs, also into an Al-rich and an Alpoor phase. An estimate of the binodal delimiting this region is indicated by the dashed line in
the diagram (the dotted line is the estimated spinodal). The study of Winkler et al. [7, 20] was
above the maximum of that region, at about 2030 o C. Since the chemical ordering of the Alrich network is incompatible with that of the SiO2 network, it was suggested that the resulting
microphase separation could in fact be the precursor of the macroscopic phase separation. In
that case one would expect that upon lowering the temperature, the percolating network would
eventually coalesce into a macroscopically distinct phase.
We study here whether, and how, these structural features occur when the concentration of
Al2 O3 is 13 mol%, and when it is 47 mol%; these concentrations are inside the demixing region
as well, but near each boundary of it. Further, we compare the dynamics of these systems and
offer an explanation to the differences we find.

4
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Figure 1.2: Left: Partial static structure factors of cation-cation correlations in AS2. The prepeak is
−1
situated at 0.5 Å , indicated as q1 . The prepeak implies an intermediate-range order, which is the result
of a microphase separation into an Al-rich phase and an Al-poor phase. Si and Al stay away from each
other in this fashion because of their conflicting tendencies on how to pack tetrahedra [20].
Right: Phase diagram of alumina silicate mixtures, taken from MacDowell and Beall [21]. The melt will
(macroscopically) demix into an Al-rich and an Al-poor phase, for certain concentrations. The binodal
delimiting this demixing region is indicated by the dashed line in the diagram (the dotted line is the
spinodal).
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1.2 The Mode-Coupling Theory of the Glass Transition
The dynamics of glassy systems and the glass transition in particular have been the subject of
intense research for the past 20 years. However, many phenomena are still poorly understood.
The only microscopic theory so far is the mode-coupling theory (MCT) [22]. Our study of the
dynamics will include tests of this theory. We offer here a brief introduction to MCT. For more
details see the review articles [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
A remarkable feature of the dynamics of supercooled liquids is the stark increase of typical
relaxation times τ upon cooling the liquid from its liquid state to the glass transition temperature
Tg .3 In the liquid state, τ is on the order of ps; near Tg , it may well be hundreds of seconds. But
this slowing down is accompanied by no significant change in structure; e.g. there is no diverging
length scale as in a second-order phase transition. MCT describes this slowing down as strongly
increasing nonlinear feedback effects in the microscopic dynamics, whereby particles are trapped
in cages formed by their nearest neighbors. We emphasize that MCT is an equilibrium theory; it
does not apply to systems which have fallen out of equilibrium during cooling.
The appropriate observable for the slowing down of the relaxation dynamics in glassy systems is the intermediate scattering function:
1
F (q, t) = hρ∗ (q, t)ρ(q, 0)i where
N

ρ(q, t) =

N
X
i=1

exp(iq · ri (t)),

(1.1)

where q is the wave vector, N the number of particles and ri (t) the position of the ith particle at
time t. F (q, t) is a density-density correlator which is accessible in scattering experiments and
may be calculated from simulation. It is therefore of practical interest. 4
Starting from the Liouville equation, and using the Mori-Zwanzig projection operator formalism, one may derive an equation of motion for F (q, t). For isotropic systems, this equation
of motion, called Mori–Zwanzig equation, may be written as

2

F̈ (q, t) + Ω (q)F (q, t) +

Z

t
0

 0

M (q, t − t0 ) + Ω2 (q)m(q, t − t0 ) Ḟ (q, t0 )dt0 = 0,
{z
}
|

(1.2)

memory kernel

where Ω(q), a microscopic frequency, depends on the static structure factor S(q) (see Section 3.3.3) via
q 2 kB T
Ω2 (q) =
,
(1.3)
mS(q)
where m is the mass of the particles and kB Boltzmann’s constant. So far the equation of motion
for F (q, t) is exact; the problem has been merely restated in a form which makes the following
approximations possible.
3
4

Tg is defined (arbitrarily) as that temperature which obtains when the viscosity has reached 10 13 P.
We introduce it in detail in Section 3.4.2.

6
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The memory kernel consists of two parts: M 0 (q, t) describes the dynamics at short (i.e. microscopic) times and is important only near the triple point; m(q, t) becomes important when the
liquid is strongly supercooled. Assuming, then, that the only relevant contribution of M 0 (q, t)
occurs at t = 0, we approximate
M 0 (q, t) = ν(q)δ(t).

(1.4)

Eq. (1.2) then becomes that of a damped harmonic oscillator with the addition of a retarded
friction term proportional to m(q, t).
In the factorization approximation (see Götze [28]), m(q, t) is taken to be a quadratic form
of the correlators F (q, t), i.e.
X
V (q; k; p)F (k, t)F (p, t).
(1.5)
m(q, t) =
k+p=q

This yields the so-called mode-coupling equations (first proposed by Bengtzelius et al. [22]), a
closed set of coupled equations for F (q, t), the solution of which is the full time dependence of
the intermediate scattering functions. The vertices V (q; k; p) can be calculated from S(q) and
static three-point correlation functions.
In this idealized version of MCT, it is believed that these equations (Eq. (1.2) through Eq.
(1.5)) give a correct (self-consistent) description of the dynamics on time scales while particles
typically remain trapped in cages formed by surrounding particles; and at long time scales, on
which they typically manage to escape these cages and exhibit diffusive motion. Particles will
not escape such a cage unless their destination cage has been vacated, which will not be the case
before its inhabitant has found a new cage to go to, etc. Therefore, the motion of the particles
is collective, and so the description of motion must incorporate feedback. The mode-coupling
approximation (Eq. (1.5)), in conjunction with Eq. (1.2), satisfies that requirement [29].
The quantities Ω2 (q), M 0 (q, t) and V (q; k; p) depend on temperature, the major influence
ultimately stemming from S(q). Correspondingly, lower temperature leads to longer times before
escape from a cage occurs. We will see momentarily that in (idealized) MCT, one may pinpoint
a critical temperature Tc at which particles hinder each other so much as to produce structural
arrest of the system.
Due to the complexity of the mode-coupling equations, one must resort to numerical approaches. However, the situation improves significantly if we make another approximation,
whereby the structure factor is replaced by a δ–function at its main peak (call that position
q0 ). Eq. (1.2) then reduces to just one equation at q0 , all others vanish identically. Replacing Φ(t) = F (q0 , t)/S(q0 ), we find
Z t
2
2
Φ̈(t) + Ω Φ(t) + ν Φ̇(t) + Ω
m [Φ(t − t0 )] Φ̇(t0 )dt0 = 0.
(1.6)
0

Here m[Φ] is a polynomial of low order in Φ. The temperature dependence of S(q) enters here
via a temperature dependence of the coefficients of the polynomial m[Φ]. An equation obtained
in this fashion is called schematic model. The appeal of such models is that the general features of
their solutions, asymptotic laws in particular, are the same as the ones of the full MCT-equations.

1.2. The Mode-Coupling Theory of the Glass Transition
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Figure 1.3: Time dependence of correlators, for liquid to supercooled and finally solid regimes (high to
low temperatures).

However, since they are significantly more simple, they facilitate a general overview on the
possible time dependence of the solutions.
Now, if the nonlinear feedback, given by the kernel m[Φ], exceeds a certain threshold, the solution to Eq. (1.6), hence F (q0 , t), no longer decays to zero (the system has become nonergodic).
It is this condition which is identified with the glass transition; it occurs at a critical temperature
Tc .
Before turning to the predictions of idealized MCT, we discuss an important limitation. Upon
reaching very low temperatures (i.e. close to Tc ), the dynamic behavior departs from that described by idealized MCT because hopping processes start to become important. They are
processes whereby cages are left in an activated fashion, leading to structural relaxation, and
idealized MCT neglects these. The result is that even at low T, the system is still ergodic, and
correlators eventually decay to zero. The domain to which idealized MCT applies is thereby
limited; it ranges from the liquid regime, where relaxation times are on the order of ps, down to
tens of ns in the supercooled state, before hopping processes become important.
The so-called extended version of MCT incorporates such hopping processes; due to complications, however, the treatment does not yet include as much detail. We will focus our attention
to idealized MCT and take note of hopping when necessary.

8
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Let us turn to the predictions (for more detail see [26, 25, 30, 31, 28, 27]). Most of them concern the decay of correlation functions. In Figure 1.3 we show such functions as calculated from
MCT. We distinguish three regimes: the microscopic regime, a time scale during which microscopic relaxation takes place; since it strongly depends on the details of microscopic interactions,
hardly any general predictions are possible.5 Next comes the β-relaxation regime, during which
dynamics are dominated by caging - visible as a plateau which increases in width towards low
temperatures; and the α-relaxation regime, which describes the decay of the correlators from the
plateau to zero. One of the main predictions of MCT is the existence of these three regimes; and
it makes detailed predictions about the latter two as follows.
• There exists a critical temperature Tc , and in its vicinity the self-diffusion constant D and
the inverse of the α–relaxation time τ vanish according to6
D ∝ τ −1 ∝ (T − Tc )γ ,

(1.7)

where γ > 1.5 is universal for the system (i.e. the same for all correlators).
• The correlators obey the so-called time-temperature superposition principle (TTSP), which
states that the correlators map onto a single curve by rescaling the time dependence using
t/τ (τ being the α–relaxation time); that is,
Φ(t) = Ψ (t/τ (T )) .

(1.8)

• Numerical predictions from MCT show that the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function may
be used as a fit function for the master curve Eq. (1.8), with an effective exponent β

Φ(t) = A exp −(t/τ (T ))β ,
(1.9)

where β is the stretching parameter. It depends on the correlator (in particular, on q in F (q, t)).

• All correlation functions’ α–relaxation times diverge according to a power law with exponent γ (see Eq. (1.7)). This exponent is related to two parameters a and b concerning the
β–relaxation regime (discussed below):
γ = 1/(2a) + 1/(2b).

(1.10)

Thus, from the temperature dependence of the α–relaxation time we can learn about the time
dependence of the relaxation in the β-relaxation regime and vice versa. a and b are related to one
another via
Γ2 (1 − a)/Γ(1 − 2a) = Γ2 (1 + b)/Γ(1 + 2b)

(1.11)

so that knowledge of one of these three exponents yields the other two.
5

The microscopic regime is preceded by the ballistic regime, during which particles move with essentially constant velocity and (hence) decay of correlators is quadradic.
6
The α–relaxation time τ may be defined as the time when the correlator has decayed to 0.1.
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• In the β–relaxation regime the correlators may be written as
Φ(q, t) = f (q) + h(q)g(t/τ ),

(1.12)

where g(t/τ ) does not depend on q. This entails the factorization property. Defining
R(t) =

Φ(q, t) − Φ(q, t00 )
Φ(q, t0 ) − Φ(q, t00 )

(1.13)

one finds that all q-dependence has been removed. This operation can be directly applied to
F (q, t) data, allowing one to check whether the factorization property holds: if it does, all F (q, t)
will fall onto a master curve.
• The late β–relaxation regime (when the curve slowly begins to leave the plateau) and the
early α–relaxation regime in the intermediate scattering functions may be described by
2b
Φ(q, t) = fq − hq (t/τ )b + h(2)
q (t/τ ) .

(1.14)

fq , the height of the plateau, is termed non-ergodicity parameter. When dealing with coherent 7
intermediate scattering functions, this is the Debye-Waller factor; in incoherent intermediate
scattering functions, it is the Lamb-Mößbauer factor. hq is referred to as critical amplitude.
All quantities subscribed with q depend only on q, not on time t. The first two terms in Eq.
(1.14) are called von-Schweidler law, to which the last term is a leading-order correction; b is the
von-Schweidler exponent, and according to MCT it is independent of
type of correlator (hence independent of q).
• The time scale of the β–relaxation regime (its width) is predicted by MCT to diverge as
t ∝ |T − Tc |1/2a ,

(1.15)

when T is close to Tc , and we have 0 < a < 1/2. Light scattering experiments have confirmed the validity of Eq. (1.15) [32, 33].
Many of the qualitative predictions of MCT have been confirmed for supercooled liquids.
See, for example, Horbach et al. [5, 34] for the case of SiO2 .

1.3 Simulation and Experiment
Alumino silicate systems are quite difficult when it comes to investigating their (amorphous)
structure and dynamics experimentally. Due to the high temperatures, one cannot experiment
with the melt, only with the glass. This already limits access to structural and vibrational properties, relaxation cannot be observed. As for the glass, the main problem is that one cannot obtain
sufficiently large samples for inelastic neutron scattering experiments, because partial crystallization will occur unless the systems are supercooled at extremely high cooling rates (typically
105 to 106 K/s). In fact, obtaining a melt in the first place is quite involved since the temperatures
7

For the distinction between coherent and incoherent intermediate scattering functions, see Section 3.4.2.
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T=300K

3

sim., 38mol%, 2.5g/cm
expt., Morikawa et al.
expt., Okuno et al.
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Figure 1.4: Reduced x-ray scattering factor q(S X (q) − 1): Simulation of AS2 and 38 mol% vs. experiment with 37.1 mol% (Morikawa et al. [16]) and at 38 mol% (Okuno et al. [18]). The experimental
densities were 2.6 g/cm 3 and 2.5 g/cm 3 , respectively. Except for high values of q, where experimental
data deteriorates, good agreement among all results was found.
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must be sufficiently far above melting point and glass transition, near 2000K. At such temperatures, any bubbles present may suddenly burst violently, making safety precautions necessary.
And in the end, impurities are a common complication, corrupting x-ray spectra (for instance).
Accordingly, experimental results allowing us to test our model are few and far in between,
especially regarding dynamics.8
Nevertheless, structure factors obtained from x-ray studies on our systems, or closely related
systems, do provide for a reasonably direct comparison. The compared quantity is the reduced
x-ray scattering factor, q(SX (q) − 1), where SX (q) is calculated from the partial static structure
factors (Section 3.3.3) as follows:
SX (q) = P

X
N
fα (s)fβ (s)Sαβ (q),
2
α Nα fα (s) αβ

(1.16)

where N is the total number of particles, Nα the number of particles of species α, and
fα (s) = a1,α exp(−b1,α s2 ) + a2,α exp(−b2,α s2 ) + a3,α exp(−b3,α s2 ) + a4,α exp(−b4,α s2 ) + cα
is the atomic form factor for species α. This expression and the coefficients were taken from
Ref. [35].
We begin by checking validity of previous simulations by Winkler et al. and Horbach, whose
model we have adopted. In Figure 1.4 we compare the reduced x-ray scattering factors of four
systems: MD simulations at 33 mol% Al2 O3 (AS2) [7, 20] and 38 mol% [3], versus experimental
findings at 37.1 mol% (Morikawa et al. [16]) and 38 mol% (Okuno et al. [18]). 9 Note that towards
high values of q, the experimental data sets deteriorate and no longer agree with each other and
with simulation. The rest of the graph shows good agreement among all results.
In this context we present the similar comparison for our systems (Figure 1.5). 10 Again, towards high values of q, the experimental data sets deteriorate and comparison is not meaningful.
Otherwise, agreement is good and, for small q, excellent.
In addition, we mention a recent result from quantum-chemical cluster calculations [36].
These authors also found the combination of triclusters and two-membered rings we introduced
in Section 1.1 (Figure 1.1 ). To summarize, all independent sources we know and which allow
for comparison suggest that our model is quite good.

8

This situation is not uncommon: It is this lack of experimental access why simulations are done in the first
place.
9
In scattering experiments, one cannot normalize intensities unless data up to high values of q is taken, where
the structure factor reaches a constant which may then be taken as unit intensity. To facilitate comparison, we have
multiplied the data from Morikawa et al. by a factor of 2.8; and the data from Okuno et al. by 1/3.
10
Here we have multiplied the data from Morikawa et al. for 13 mol% and 47 mol% by factors of 3 and 2.6,
respectively; and the data from Okuno et al. by 1/3.
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Figure 1.5: Reduced x-ray scattering factor q(S X (q) − 1): Top: Simulation of 13 mol% vs. experiment
with 13 mol% (Morikawa et al. [16]; density there was 2.4 g/cm 3 ).
Bottom: Simulation of 47 mol% vs. experiment with 47 mol% (Morikawa et al. [16]; 2.7 g/cm 3 ) and
experiment with 53 mol% (Okuno et al. [18]; 2.7 g/cm 3 ). Except for high values of q, where experimental
data deteriorates, we find good agreement among all results.

Chapter 2
Simulation - Theory and Technique
2.1 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation
In this work we used molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. This amounts to numerically integrating Newton’s equations. The system is modeled as N point particles (our systems all had
near 2200 particles), which reside in a cubic box. Newton’s equations of motion read:
mi r̈i = −∇i V ({rk }) ≡ Fi

(2.1)

where mi is the mass of particle i, ri its position, and Fi the force on it. V ({rk }) is the potential.
{rk }, k = 1, ..., N denotes the set of all position vectors, with N the total number of particles.
Eq. (2.1) is a system of 3N coupled linear partial differential equations, the solution of which
is a trajectory in phase space. One knows all positions and all momenta at all times, and from
them one computes static and dynamic properties of the system. For our system, ergodicity holds,
so that thermodynamic averages may be obtained from time averages. Of course, the longer the
simulation, the better the statistics of the data. Moreover, we performed 8 independent runs for
each system for sake of better statistics.
Eq. (2.1) are solved numerically by an appropriate integration scheme, which we will discuss below. The general procedure of our simulation is as follows. Set up an initial configuration,
either at random or by using a configuration of a previous run. Allow the system to evolve according to Eq. (2.1). Periodically reset the velocities according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
so as to control the temperature (this device is called "thermostat", more details below). When
the typical relaxation time of the system has passed, then the system is equilibrated. At that
point, no longer influence the velocity by hand; rather, let the system evolve micro-canonically
and measure the desired quantities.
MD is a classical treatment, and if quantum effects are small, and if the potential is properly
chosen, then this is sufficient. One may estimate the importance of quantum effects
√ by calculating
the root-mean-squared (RMS) de Broglie wavelength λrms ≡ h/prms = h/ 3mkB T of the
particles. Let us demonstrate that it is much smaller than the typical smallest separation of
atoms (1.6 Å, the length of an Si-O bond): For T = 1000 K, clearly below the glass transition
temperature for SiO2 (1450 K), we find that λrms,Si = 0.15Å, λrms,Al = 0.15Å, and λrms,O =
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0.25Å. Hence, quantum effects will matter only at much lower temperatures than we will care
about.

2.2 The Velocity-Verlet Algorithm
This is the integration scheme we use. It combines several advantages. First, experience has
shown that it produces accurate results with a relatively large time step. This is important since
the main expense is the calculation of forces at each step, which then need not be done so frequently. Second, it is time-reversal invariant, as can be seen from the derivation below. This is
desirable since so is Eq. (2.1). Related is the requirement that our scheme must conserve energy.
Short-term fluctuations do not pose a problem, but an energy drift will corrupt our thermodynamic averages and put the stability of the simulation at risk. Along these lines we expect the
algorithm to conserve the volume of phase space, and it can be shown that such is the case [37].
The derivation begins by expanding the position of the ith particle in powers of t, at times t
and t + δt:
1
ri (t + δt) = ri (t) + ṙi (t)δt + r̈i (t)δt2 + O(δt3 )
2
1
ri [(t + δt) − δt] = ri (t) = ri (t + δt) − ṙi (t + δt)δt + r̈i (t + δt)δt2 + O(δt3 )
2

(2.2)

(2.3)

Setting ṙ = v and r̈ = F/m, Eq. (2.2) yields the next position, and adding Eq. (2.2) and Eq.
(2.3) yields the next velocity of each particle:
ri (t + δt) = ri (t) + vi (t)δt +

Fi (t) 2
δt
2mi

(2.4)

Fi (t) + Fi (t + δt)
δt
(2.5)
2mi
Note that the force term in Eq. (2.5) is the average of the current force and that of the
following step. So in the program the positions need to be updated first as they are the input to
the force calculation. As promised, the algorithm is time-reversible, since the coordinates of the
past and future positions enter the algorithm symmetrically. More detail on this algorithm may
be found in Refs. [38, 39].
We conclude this section by mentioning a procedure by which correct implementation of
the program may be tested. By construction, the algorithm is of order δt 2 . It follows that the
amplitude of (short-term) energy fluctuations, which are due to the discretization error, depends
quadratically on the time step δt. Systematically varying its length allows us to directly test this.
One starts runs with identical configurations but different time steps, and on comparing how the
energy evolves in time, one should see the aforementioned δt 2 -dependence of fluctuations. We
did this test for both the single-processor and parallelized versions of the program. The result
is shown in Figure 2.1. In the upper figure we see that the parallel version (running here at 32
vi (t + δt) = vi (t) +
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CPUs) produces identical trajectories to the ones coming from the single-CPU version (identical
to machine precision, that is). The δt2 -dependence may be best observed after shifting all curves
such that their mean is 0, and after rescaling them to remove the δt 2 -dependence. The curves
should then fall onto each other, and we see that they do.

2.3 Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditions
The starting point was either a random configuration or one of a previous run at a higher temperature.
Since we are interested in the bulk properties of our system, we must minimize boundary
effects. This is done by employing periodic boundary conditions. The simulated system is
perpetuated periodically in all directions by images of itself. A particle leaving the system on the
right-hand side will re-enter it on the left-hand side, and so on.
For short range interactions, one can define a cutoff radius, so that each particle will interact
with all others at most once – either with the original in the box itself or with the closest image in
the neighboring image box. This condition is called minimum image convention. For long range
interactions, we will see below that these can be taken into account partly in Fourier space; and
in that case, the real space part may also be cut off at a radius shorter than half the box length, so
it also obeys the minimum image convention.
To avoid artifacts stemming from periodic boundary conditions, the system size must be
chosen sufficiently large. Otherwise, results will be affected by finite size effects. Our box had
an edge length of 30 Å, and contained about 2200 particles, and this has been shown to keep
finite size effects reasonably small (see Horbach et al. [40]).
The volume of the box is held fixed, so that we simulate at constant density. Experiments will
keep pressure constant, but recent studies (see e.g. [20, 5]) have shown that the results do not
strongly depend on pressure. We simulate at two different densities for each system, resulting in
two different pressures, and so we can see what the effect is, allowing us to judge to what extent
we may compare with experiment.

2.4 Potential and Force
The quality of a simulation is decisively influenced by the potential’s ability to realistically reproduce atomistic behavior while being simple enough to allow fast computation. The first simplification is not to treat electrons explicitly. More detailed approaches, such as the one by Car
and Parrinello [41], are successful but computationally so involved that we could not simulate
our system at large enough size and for long enough times. In Car-Parinello simulations, system sizes of some 100 particles are possible , on time scales of some ps. As we said above,
we need larger systems in order to avoid finite size effects. Furthermore, glassy dynamics becomes prominent at temperatures where typical relaxation times are of the order of ns. For
these reasons we use classical mechanics with a pairwise additive potential. Pair potentials
are quite efficient. Three-body interactions and many-body interactions would make the cal-
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Figure 2.1: Energy test (System: 47 mol%, at higher density, T=2000 K (see Table 3.1for details). Top:
Energy fluctuations for the different time steps indicated, and for both the single-CPU and parallel (32
CPUs) versions of our program. The curves produced by the two versions match perfectly, so only four
can be seen. Eventually, all 8 trajectories will depart from each other, due to the Lyapunov instability (see
Frenkel and Smit [38], Section 4.3). Seed for the departure may be as little as a variation due to machine
precision/architecture. The curves fluctuate with amplitudes proportional to δt 2 , albeit around slightly
different mean energies.
Bottom: Here we have shifted the curves by their means and rescaled them according to δt 2 , proving that
our programs pass the energy test. (The smallest time step’s curve was divided by 1, ... , the largest divided
by 64). A phase shift towards the end indicates departure from the common trajectory.
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α-β
Si-O
Al-O
O-O

−1

Aαβ [eV]
Bαβ [Å ]
18003.7572 4.87318
8566.5434
4.66222
1388.773
2.76

6

Cαβ [eVÅ ]
133.5381
73.0913
175.00

Table 2.1: Parameters of the potential by Kramer et al. [42].

culation of forces much more complicated and computationally expensive. The pair potential
we use was developed by Kramer et al. [42]. It was obtained and optimized by quantum mechanical ab initio calculations, and has been used successfully in a variety of silicate mixtures
[43, 44, 4, 34, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. It is based on what has become known as the
BKS potential1 ; and was adapted for our kind of system by Winkler et al. [7, 20].
The total potential is the sum of the potentials of each pair:
V ({rk }) =

N
−1
X

N
X

i=1 j=i+1

Φij (rij ) rij ≡ |ri − rj |

(2.6)

where N is the total number of particles, and each particle is at position r k (in other words, {rk }
denotes the set of all position vectors). Each individual pair potential consists of a long-range
Coulomb term ΦC and a short-range Buckingham term ΦB :
Φαβ (r) =

1 qα qβ
Cαβ
+ Aαβ exp(−Bαβ r) − 6 ,
4πε0 r
r }
{z
| {z
} |
ΦC

(2.7)

ΦB

where r is the distance between a particle of species α and one of species β. The interaction is
in part of ionic nature, and the Coulomb term takes account of that by way of partial charges q.
We use qSi = 2.4 e, qO = −1.2 e, and qAl = 1.9 e, where e is the elementary charge. These
parameters are taken from the second set in Ref. [42]. The Buckingham part consists of an
exponentially decaying term and a van der Waals term; it takes account of the covalent behavior
of the Si-O, Al-O and O-O bonds. The parameters (see Table 2.1) are taken from the second set in
Ref. [42] as well. All parameters were obtained via quantum-mechanical ab initio calculations;
details may be found in Refs. [42] and [54]. Note that the Si-Al interaction is taken to be purely
ionic.
The potentials involving Si and O were optimized to simulate α-quartz, so realistic simulation
of the SiO2 tetrahedral network is to be expected. That such is the case can be seen in previous
simulations of amorphous silica [4, 53, 55, 56], where results regarding structure and dynamics
were indeed quite realistic.
As in the work by Winkler et al. [7, 20], we will suitably modify some aspects of the potential
(see Section 2.6), but before doing so, we shall discuss in more detail the Coulomb part of
1

Original work by van Beest, Kramer and van Santen [54].
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the interaction. Summing such a long range interaction in a system with periodic boundary
conditions is a nontrivial problem.

2.5 Ewald Summation
Despite its simple form, the Coulomb part is not easy to treat in a simulation. Since we are
interested in bulk behavior, we use periodic boundary conditions, and so each particle interacts
with each particle in the box and each one in all image boxes, and so (in principle) with infinitely
many particles. The Coulomb part of the potential takes the following form:
1 X
VC ({ri }) =
2
3
n∈Z

N
X

i,j=1

i6=j if n=0

qi qj
.
|rij + nL|

(2.8)

The numerical calculation of this lattice sum (the outer one in n) is known as the classical
Madelung problem. The sum converges slowly, and it does so only when taken in the right
order (conditional convergence). Moreover, in practice some sort of truncation is necessary. But
a spherical cutoff, as we will use it for the Buckingham term, is not suitable because the subset of
particles so considered represents a system which in most cases is not neutral [57, 58]. A solution
to these difficulties is the method of Ewald summation (due to Ewald [59], a good description
may be found in Frenkel and Smit [38]). It has become the standard method to solve the problem
of conditional convergence in cases of periodic systems. The basic idea is to rewrite the sum in
1/r as two sums, one of which converges quickly, and the other of which converges quickly in
k-space. We begin by rewriting each term as an integral over a Gaussian, which is then split into
a sum of two integrals:
Z
qi qj
2qi qj ∞
= √
dρ exp(−|rij + nL|2 ρ2 )
|rij + nL|
π 0
Z
erfc(α|rij + nL|)
2qi qj α
√
dρ exp(−|rij + nL|2 ρ2 ) + qi qj
=
.
(2.9)
π 0
|rij + nL|
R∞
2
where erfc(x) ≡ √2π x dρe−ρ is the complementary error function. The choice of α will be
one of computational efficiency. Having split each term of the sum, we may rewrite Eq. (2.8) as
two sums:
VC = S1 + S2 where
N
qi qj
1 X X
S1 =
erfc(α|rij + nL|)
2
|rij + nL|
3
i,j=1
n∈Z

S2

1 X
=
2
3
n∈Z

(2.10)
(2.11)

i6=j if n=0
N
X

i,j=1

i6=j if n=0

2qi qj
√
π

Z

α

dρ exp(−|rij + nL|2 ρ2 ),
0

(2.12)
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S1 already converges quickly. As for S2 , if we add the terms for i = j when n = 0, then the
sum over the particles (the inner one in Eq. (2.12)) becomes a continuous function in n, call it
F (n). The outer sum is a lattice sum over F (n). We may use the Poisson summation formula
(θ-transformation) [60], which states that the lattice sum over a function F (n) is equal to the
reciprocal lattice sum over its Fourier transform Fe(m):
X
X
Fe(m).
(2.13)
F (n) =
m∈Z3

n∈Z3

But why use it ? The idea is the following. The real-space lattice sum over F (n) converges
slowly because F (n) decays slowly as n gets large. But its Fourier transform Fe(m) decays
quickly – just as a wide Gaussian in r-space will yield a narrow Gaussian in k-space. Consequently, the reciprocal lattice sum decays quickly.
Applying Eq. (2.13) to S2 , we have
Z
N
1 X 2qi qj α
√
S2 =
dρ
2 i,j=1 π 0

X

m∈Z3 \m=0

Z

dn exp(−|rij + nL|2 ρ2 ) exp(−2πin · m) − S2S (2.14)

where S2S , the self part, contains the terms in S2 for i = j, n = 0 which we added above.
Performing the two integrations yields [61]


πm 2


N
exp − αL
X
X
1
2π
S2 =
(2.15)
qi qj exp i rij · m − S2S .
2
2πL
m
L
3
i,j=1
m∈Z \m=0

The terms of the sum are defined for m 6= 0 only. This is a direct consequence of the conditional
convergence of the Ewald sum. We will assume that terms where m = 0 can be neglected. It
can be shown that they do vanish if our periodic system is, at infinity, embedded in a conductor
(with infinite dielectric constant) [38].
It remains to calculate the self part S2S . We use Eq. (2.12) and replace i = |rij |, and then
take the limit i → 0:
N

S2S

1 X 2qi2
√ lim
=
2 i=1 π i →0

Z

α
0

dρ exp(−2i ρ2 )

(2.16)

N

1 − erfc(αi )
1X 2
qi lim
=
2 i=1 i →0
i

N
α X 2
= √
q
π i=1 i

where we have used erfc(x) = 1 −

√2 x
π

+ O(x3 ).

(2.17)
(2.18)
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We now have obtained two quickly-converging sums, facilitating truncation. For S 1 we define
a cutoff rcew and keep only terms for which rij < rcew . For S2 we define a cutoff mc and keep
only terms for which |m| < mc . The final form of the Coulomb potential is then:

VC =

X
i

X

j>i
rij < rcew

1
+
2πL

N
qi qj
α X 2
erfc(αrij ) − √
q
rij
π j=1 j

X

m ∈ Z3
0 < m < mc


exp −

m2


πm 2
αL





N
X

2π
qj exp i rj · m
L
j=1



2

.

(2.19)

The Coulomb force Fc,i on particle is i:
FC,i = −
=

∂VC
∂ri
X

qi qj

j=1
0 < rij < rcew
−

2
L2

X



 erfc(αrij )
2α
√ exp − (αrij )2 +
π
rij

qi m


exp −

m2


πm 2
αL





rij
−
2
rij

×

m ∈ Z3
0 < m < mc
X

!

2π
2π
qj exp i ri · m
.
×Im exp −i ri · m
L
L
j

(2.20)

The r-space sum converges (and is computed) more quickly for larger values of α, while the
k-space sum converges more quickly for smaller α. The goal will be to choose α, r cew and mc in
such a way as to minimize computation, while keeping the error below a certain bound, with the
additional constraint that rcew be smaller than L/2 (minimum image convention).
2
Using limz→∞ (erfc(z)/z) = e−z /z 2 , we see from Eq. (2.19) that the error from truncating
2
the r-space sum depends on e−s /s2 , with s ≡ αrcew . Similarly, for the sum in k-space we have
2
c
e−ŝ /ŝ2 , with ŝ ≡ πm
. Thus, choosing an upper bound on the error fixes s and ŝ, and for given
αL
α the cutoffs are determined:
s
α
ŝαL
m < mc =
.
π

rij < rcew =

(2.21)
(2.22)
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Experience has shown that s = ŝ = 3, with a cutoff error ≈ 10−5 , is a good choice regarding
computational expense.
α is chosen to optimize how the algorithm scales with the particle number N . Assuming
a homogeneous distribution of particles, computational complexity of the r-space part of the
Ewald sums of potential and force scales with N 2 ; the k-space part as N . Optimal choice of α
will reduce complexity, so that the computation effectively scales with N 3/2 [38].
Our regular runs (see Table 3.1) had box sides near L ∼
= 30 Å. There we used kmax = 8,
−1
ew ∼
∼
yielding α = 0.27 Å (Eq. (2.22)) and rc = 11 Å (Eq. (2.21)). In addition, we did one set of
−1
runs with L = 63.6 Å, using kmax = 11, hence α = 0.18 Å and rcew = 11 Å.
We conclude this section by mentioning some optimizations. Symmetry allows us to cut the
sum over the lattice vectors m in half:
X

m∈Z3

=c·

m
max
X

mx =0

X

my = −m
p max
m ≤ mc = m2max + 2

m
max
X

mz =−mmax

,

c=

n

1 mx = 0
.
2 else

(2.23)

p
Using m ≤ mc = m2max + 2 includes terms just outside the simple cutoff sphere which lie on
the three space diagonals of Z3 . They weigh somewhat more heavily in the sum. So using this
cutoff yields a slightly smallerh error.

2 i
Moreover, since the term exp − πm
/m2 , which turns up in both potential and force,
αL
does not depend on the configuration, we tabulate it at the beginning of each run.
Finally, the complementary error function is approximated as
erfc(x) = tp(x) exp(−x2 ) + (x)

|(x)| ≤ 1.5 · 10−7 ,

(2.24)

where tp(x) is a fifth-order polynomial in x (whose coefficients stem from [62]).

2.6 Adapting the Potential
In this section we come to a few modifications towards the final form of our potential.

2.6.1 Buckingham and Ewald Cutoffs
For computational efficiency, the original short-range Buckingham part Φ orig
B (rij ) is truncated at
rcB = 5.5 Å and shifted down such that it is continuous at rcB . This modification has proven to
work well in the past [7, 20, 5, 53, 56, 63]. We set
 orig
B
,
rij < rcB
ΦB (rij ) − Φorig
trunc
B (rc )
ΦB (rij ) =
(2.25)
,
else
0
At the Buckingham and Ewald cutoffs, the potential is not differentiable. We multiply by
smoothing functions:
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ΦB (rij ) =

Φtrunc
(rij )
B



dB
· exp −
(rij − rcB )2



(2.26)

for the Buckingham part, and for the r-space part of the Coulomb interaction Φ trunc
C,r (rij ),


dew
trunc
.
(2.27)
ΦC,r (rij ) = ΦC,r (rij ) · exp −
(rij − rcew )2

Now the cusps and steps have been smoothed out, without changing the system’s properties. A
cusp would result in a step in the force, compromising the algorithm’s ability to conserve energy.
2
We have taken dB = dew = 0.05Å from Winkler [20], where those values proved advantageous
also for obtaining pressure values close to experiment.

2.6.2 Charge Neutrality
With the original partial charges (as taken from Kramer et al. [42]), the unphysical situation of a
net charge results in our system. We follow Winkler [20] and introduce r-dependent Al-charges,
as follows:2

qAl (r) =

(

h



i
(r−rAl )2
dAl
qeAl 1 + ln CAl 1+(r−r
+
1
exp
−
2
(r−rAl )2
Al )
qeAl

,
,

r < rAl
r ≥ rAl

(2.28)

where qeAl = 1.8 e. The exponential function serves here as a smoothing factor as in Section 2.6.1.
Parameters are adjusted in such a fashion as to obtain a potential which is very close to the
original one at short distances; and at large distances, the potential also approaches the original
one, but with charge qeAl = 1.8 e, thereby producing charge neutrality (see Figure 2.2 and Figure
2.3). We use
rAl = 6 Å

2
dAl =
1.47

(2.29)
,
,

Al − O
Al − Al, Al − Si.

(2.30)

CAl was chosen by requiring that the original charge obtains at the inflection point r w = 1.25 Å
of the Al-O potential of Kramer et al.:
qAl (rw ) = 1.9 e,

(2.31)

resulting in
2

“r-dependent charge” should not be taken too literally. We do no more than introducing an additional fit
parameter allowing us to use a charge yielding no net system charge, while staying close to the original potential at
short distances.
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Figure 2.2: Pair potentials for all purely repulsive interactions. Shown also are the original versions of
Kramer et al. [42], and the versions of it where the charge of Al is modified to 1.8 e. As for the OO interaction, we indicate the distance of closest approach at 6000 K (dotted arrow), to show that the
precise form of the polynomial fit is irrelevant. Its sole purpose is to hinder particles from falling off the
unphysical edge at short r. That particles hardly ever come so close is evident from the pair correlation
functions (Figure 3.3).
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X-O
Si-O
Al-O
O-O

a1,X [eV] a2,X [eV/Å]
-23.96027
-2.85441
-87.62405 26.72474
-30590.38 90.38499

3

a3,X [eV/Å ] a4,X [Å]
-50
1.41590
-3
4.49012
-0.1
97.25877

rcpoly [Å]
1.276
1.28
1.9547

Table 2.2: Parameters for small-r polynomial continuation of the potentials involving O.

CAl =



0.0653609
0.0637977

,
,

Al − O
Al − Al, Al − Si

(2.32)

This set of parameters yields the desired properties and was also optimized in [20] to obtain
pressures close to the experimental value at 300 K.

2.6.3 Repulsion at Hard Core Distances
The potentials involving O become attractive and drop to minus infinity at short r, owing to the
dominance of the van-der-Waals term. If untreated, this infinite well may trap a particle and the
simulation fails. Therefore, at rcpoly , we attach a polynomial continuation, so that the potential
remains repulsive. Care must be taken not to have a cusp or a step at that point. We use
(r − a4,X )3
, r < rcpoly
(2.33)
3
where X ∈ {Si, Al, O}. The parameters are listed in Table 2.2. The resulting potentials are
shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. The reader may wonder why the polynomial continuation
is not more strongly repulsive. It need not be. Even at our highest temperature of 6000 K, a
negligible number of nearest neighbors feels this part appreciably. We have indicated “distances
of closest approach” for that temperature,3 and we see that the potentials are still very close to
the original ones there (hence close to the ab initio results). Therefore, our results are unaffected
by the precise form of the polynomial.
On the other hand, a stiff continuation entails a numerical problem. Even though close encounters are rare, when they happen, the strong repulsive force produces a jump in the energy of
the system. This is so because the time step of the algorithm is too long for correct integration at
such strong forces. This in turn results in an energy drift, rendering the simulation unstable.
ΦXO (r) = a1,X + a2,X · r + a3,X

2.7 Procedure in Detail
In Table 2.3 we list the natural units used in the simulations. The atomic masses are m Si =
28.086 umAl = 26.981539 u and mO = 15.9994 u. The time step was 0.16 , 1.6 fs. For each
3

Distances where the corresponding pair correlation functions (Section 3.3.2.1) have barely become nonzero,
see Figure 3.3. At lower temperatures, the continuation is visited even more rarely.
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Figure 2.3: Pair potentials for the Si-O and Al-O interactions. Shown also are the original versions of
Kramer et al. [42], and the version of it where the charge of Al is modified to 1.8 e. We indicate the
distance of closest approach at 6000 K (dotted arrows), to show that the precise form of the polynomial
fit is irrelevant. Its sole purpose is to keep particles from falling off the unphysical edge at short r. That
particles hardly ever come so close is evident from the pair correlation functions (Figure 3.3).

Quantity
Length
Energy
Mass
Temperature
Time
Pressure

eV
kB

Unit
Å = 10−10 m
eV= 1.60217733 · 10−19 J
u = 1.6605402 · 10−27 kg
eV
4
= 1.380658·10
−23 J = 1.160445 · 10 K
K
pu
Å eV
= 1.0180507 · 10−14 s
3

eV/Å = 160.217733 GPa

Table 2.3: Units used in simulation. Values of constants from Kuchling [64].
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of the four systems considered (see Section 3.1 for details), eight independent runs were carried
out for better statistics.
The simulation was carried out as follows. Start with a random configuration or that of a
previous run. Equilibrate in (NVT)-ensemble, i.e. at constant volume and particle number, and
at constant temperature. The latter is obtained by coupling the system to a stochastic heat bath.
That means, every 120 steps, draw all particles’ velocities anew, from a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution at the desired temperature.4 The interval was chosen as long as 120 steps because,
corresponding to a frequency of no more than 5 THz, it allows the system to carry out several
vibrations at the highest vibrational frequencies (30 to 40 THz). Otherwise, the system would
have no chance to develop a characteristic structure. The individual steps of the thermostat,
which acts on particles with mass mi and velocities vi , are:
1. Draw a set of velocities ui so that each component is distributed as a Gaussian, i.e P (ui,x) ∝
exp(−u2i,x /2) (similar for y- and z-components).
√
2. In light of the equipartition theorem, rescale according to particle mass, u 0i = ui / mi .
3. Remove any net momentum, setting u00i = u0i −

mj u0j
.
N mi

P

4. Rescale to the desired temperature T , such that 3N kB T =
s
3N kB T
vi = u00i P
.
mi u002
i

P

mi vi2 holds:

Equilibration should last so long that the system’s structure is able to relax. In the ensuing
production run, we measure the intermediate scattering functions F (q, t); relevant for relaxation
are the ones at q near the main peak of the partial static structure factors. 5 The time it takes
for them to decay to 0 is the time it takes for the system to reorder local structure. 6 The prior
equilibration run was sufficient if it was at least this long.
Accordingly, we only know after production whether equilibration was sufficient, i.e. whether
the data of the (perhaps lengthy) simulation is valid equilibrium data. 7 Therefore, we need to have
an idea of how long equilibration will take beforehand. How to forecast that we will see below.
After equilibration, the average energy near the end of the run is determined, and averaged
over all 8 runs. Then all systems’ velocities are rescaled so that all systems are at that same
energy. Then comes production. Configurations are written out on logarithmic time scales, as
follows. The duration of the run is divided into four intervals, and at the beginning of each
one, a logarithmic time scale begins and lasts till the end of the entire run. Thus, measurements
of functions of time, e.g. correlation functions, may be started at four points in time instead
of just one (albeit only the first one includes all values of t), improving statistics. Using more
4

This device is a modification [65] of the Andersen thermostat [66].
For the definition of the structure factor, see 3.3.3; for the definition of the intermediate scattering functions,
see 3.4.2.
6
Including particles’ escape from cages.
7
Recall that MCT is an equilibrium theory, so for application and tests of MCT equilibration is key.
5
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than four intervals would not yield much further improvement. In this fashion, we stored ∼ 500
configurations per production run.
During both equilibration and production, thermodynamic data (T,E,V, and p) is written out
every 50 steps,8 to monitor the system.
The final configuration of the production run is used as start configuration for the next run
at a lower temperature, the goal being to work one’s way down into strongly supercooled states.
We began with runs of tens of ps at T = 6000 K (random configuration). Runs at 5500 K and
5000 K (also tens of ps) followed. We were then able to estimate the time it would take for the
system to equilibrate, at the next lower temperature, 4500 K, as follows. When the mean square
2
displacement (MSD)9 of Si has reached about 40 Å , experience has shown that the system will
have clearly equilibrated. The time it takes the MSD to reach this value can be fitted to a VogelFulcher law:
t40 = A exp



E
T − TV



.

The meaning of E and TV is not important; but we obtain a fit function and can extrapolate how
long equilibration should take10 at the next lower temperature.
Using this tool, we can find the temperature at which a run will take twice as long to equilibrate as the previous run. We picked the next lower temperature in such a fashion (apart from
the few highest), as this would yield a reasonable spacing of data points for the temperature dependence of, e.g., the self-diffusion constant. for functions of T. We ended at runs of tens of
ns.
Parallel Computing
To facilitate simulation at our sizes of system (~2200 particles), parallel computing must be
done. We could build on a version of the program that had already been parallelized by Jürgen
Horbach, using the popular Message Passing Interface (MPI) [67]. It is a library of routines
by which parallel processes are dispatched and controlled. Parallelization was done in particles,
i.e. each processor is assigned a share of particles and their interactions. Since communication
among the processors takes CPU time as well, run time cannot be made arbitrarily small. Our
typical parallelization involved 32 processors, and we measured that runs were slower than the
theoretical ideal by about 5% (for a more detailed analysis on this limitation, see Winkler [20];
for details on how our program is parallelized, see Horbach [5]). With parallelization, a run with
1 million steps would take 4h (instead of 5 days).
All parallel computing was done on the JUMP supercomputer at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich.
8

For runs exceeding a few million steps, this was reduced to every 250 steps. For the large-system run (L =
63.6 Å), it was every 150 steps.
9
See Section 3.4.1 for the definition.
10
It is a good idea to equilibrate some 5% longer, to be on the safe side.
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Inserting Particles
When parallelizing the program, it is of great advantage to have an overall particle number that
is divisible by the number of CPUs that are to be employed, in our case 32. Only then will the
code be uniform and readable. It so happened that the decision to simulate on time scales of up
to tens of nanoseconds was made during simulation; and the initial choice of system size paid
no attention to divisibility by 32. So we had to change the particle number in medias res. When
doing so, two constraints had to be observed. First, we didn’t want to change the system size by
much; too large a system would imply too large a computational effort, too small a size would
imply an increase of effects of finite size. Second, the composition had to remain the same, since
otherwise the comparison across temperatures would fail. So we had to add or remove particles
at the same ratio as they appeared in the system. Taking account of both issues implied that in
one case inserting particles was best.
The risk one runs when inserting at random positions is that a pathological local configuration
is likely to result, involving (repulsive) forces and ensuing velocities so high that the simulation
becomes unstable and breaks down. We solved this problem by simply imposing an upper bound
on particle velocities during a brief run prior to the usual equilibration. The cutoff velocity was
chosen in the tail of the velocity distribution corresponding to the current temperature. Any
calculated velocity higher than the cutoff was rescaled to the cutoff. Pathological situations then
disappeared within a few thousand steps: Particles too close together would repel one another,
and the defect would therefore tend to heal by itself - but without the occurrence of speeding
particles.

Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Overview
We simulated alumino silicates of two compositions: an alumina-poor system, with 13 mol%
Al2 O3 , and an alumina-rich system, with 47 mol% Al2 O3 . Each of these were simulated at two
densities. The details of all simulations are in Table 3.1. We will use the abbreviations “HD”
and “LD” to refer to the higher and lower-density systems, respectively. As can be seen from the
table, the alumina-poor systems required longer equilibration already at higher T; and for a given
composition, the LD systems required longer equilibration already at higher T. These differences
in relaxation times will be the subject of Section 3.4.
It may be surprising to see a run at 300 K for each system, for some ps only. 300 K is far below
melting point and glass transition (regardless of definition of the latter), making equilibration
impossible even in real life, let alone in a simulation. However, in these runs, we did not care
to equilibrate the systems. Rather, the point was to allow each particle to find its momentary
equilibrium position (in its current cage), and to let it oscillate around it much less than at high
temperatures. The initial configuration for such a run was the final one of a higher-temperature
run (indicated in the table by light blue ink). Since particles then remain in whatever cage they
were in, but with less oscillation, this allows a much better-resolved look at the structure of that
higher-temperature final configuration.
We note that at 300 K, the system has been cooled to become a glass, so the structural
properties are typical for that temperature at which the system fell out of equilibrium – at such
a high cooling rate this is the temperature where cooling began. In fact, it is a property of glass
states that they are a function of the cooling history during which they were obtained.
In addition to our simulations, raw data from the simulations of Anke Winkler [20] with
33 mol% alumina (AS2) was made available to us, allowing further analysis and facilitating
comparison across compositions.
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Table 3.1: Details of all simulations, one table for each of the four systems. In each one: 1st line: L
stands for the edge length of the cubic simulation box. N is the total number of particles, in parentheses
broken down into the constituent numbers of Si, Al, and O atoms (in that order). 2nd line: “HD” and
“LD” stand for “high density” and “low density”, respectively; the value of the density is quoted there as
well. Blue ink indicates new specifications for the same system, for sake of particle numbers divisible by
32 for parallel computing purposes. Composition and density were held constant. 1st column: Simulated
temperatures. 2nd and 3rd columns: Equilibration times and corresponding numbers of steps. 4th and
5th columns: Same for production runs. Blue ink indicates where the new specifications apply. Light
blue is that run which was inspected more closely by the brief, non-equilibrium run at 300 K (so as to
reduce thermal noise in structure data). In red we indicate a run for which the box length L was doubled
(L = 63.6 Å; the particle number increased eightfold: N = 17, 664) for better inspection of intermediate
structure; the production runs finished very late and are awaiting analysis at the time of this writing. All
was done with 8 independent runs for better statistics. As an aside: All this took about 421,400 CPU-hours
of computation, or 48.2 CPU-years (at ~2GHz).
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Composition
13 mol% Al2 O3
47 mol% Al2 O3

HD LD Expt.
2.40 2.29 2.36
2.65 2.35 2.74

Table 3.2: Densities [g/cm3 ]: Simulation and experiment (Morikawa et al. [16]).

3.2 Pressure
Pressure is not well-reproduced in simulations with pair potentials (see, e.g., Hemmati and Angell [68]). Our approach was to simulate at two densities, enabling us to pinpoint the effect of
pressure on results. Table 3.2 lists the simulated and experimental densities (the latter taken from
Morikawa et al. [16]).
The HD simulations were started first, attempting a compromise between proximity to experimental density and reaching a pressure near 0 GPa (approximating ambient pressure) in the
300 K glass state. As pressures appeared to stay above that, we started the LD runs at lower
densities such that they might yield 0 pressure at 300 K.
Figure 3.1 plots the pressures found as we moved from high to low temperatures. Notice
the plateau in the alumina-poor systems around 4000 K. The HD system shows a minimum at
4500 K, while the LD system has it at 3400 K. This pressure minimum, or the corresponding
density maximum (when at constant pressure) is a feature found much more distinctly in simulations of pure SiO2 , near 4800 K [4, 53]. Thus, at low Al2 O3 content, this tendency of SiO2 is still
displayed in our simulation (and also at too high a temperature: the experimental temperature of
the density maximum is at a much lower 1823 K [69]). The alumina-rich systems do not show
this plateau. There does appear to be one in the HD system, but since the pressure is so high, and
no corresponding tendency is present in the LD case, this is not likely the same effect.
We note that in the simulations of AS2 (33 mol%) [20], pressure reached values of 2.7 GPa
towards the lowest (melt) temperature (2300 K). In light of Figure 3.1, we will therefore consider
AS2 an HD system when comparing results.

3.3 Structure
3.3.1 The Structure at a Glance: Snap Shot
Let us first take a look at a snapshot. Figure 3.2 shows one of the alumina-rich system (HD) in
its 300 K glass state (the size of O atoms is strongly reduced to better see cations). One sees that
Al atoms and Si atoms are by no means homogeneously distributed. Si atoms (here the minority
cation species) appear to form a network. The present section aims to establish the connection
between local ordering and such intermediate range structure.
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Pressure vs. Temperature
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Figure 3.1: Pressure as a function of temperature for all systems considered.
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Figure 3.2: Snapshot of simulation box of alumina-rich system (47 mol% Al 2 O3 , HD) in its 300 K glass
state. The large bronze spheres are Si atoms, the large blue spheres Al atoms, and the small red spheres O
atoms. The latter are drawn so small to allow insight into cation distribution. It is inhomogeneous.
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3.3.2 Short Range Order
3.3.2.1 Partial Pair Correlation Functions
To gain insight into local structure, we first consider the partial pair correlation functions. They
are defined as follows:
+
* N Nβ
α X
X
1
δ(r − |ri − rj |)
gαβ (r) = Nαβ
4πr 2
i=1 j=1

where the normalization factor

Nαβ =

(

N
ρNα (Nα −1)
N
ρNα Nβ

α, β ∈ {Si, Al, O} ,

(3.1)

α=β
α 6= β

guarantees that gαβ (r) will approach unity as r → ∞. N and Nα are the number of particles
and the number of particles of species α, respectively. The average is an ensemble average.
When calculating gαβ (r) from data, we also took time averages over the production runs as this
could only improve the statistics. gαβ (r) is also called radial distribution function. It is a special
kind of density, which can be summarized as follows: From the point of view of an atom of
species α, there will be (on average) ρβ gαβ (r) atoms of species β at distance r (per element of
volume). ρβ is the number density of species β. The same holds for atoms of species β when
looking for atoms of species α (after replacing ρβ by ρα ). Consider the correlations in Figure
3.3, which we have plotted for several temperatures. A general property is that all features
are broadened as the temperature increases. This can be thought of as thermal broadening - at
higher temperatures, the particles will oscillate more strongly around their temporary equilibrium
positions.1 Measurements thereof will thus be less precise. Below we will consider the pair
correlation functions at 300 K, where all features are much better resolved. Before that, let us
identify the features that can be seen even in the high-temperature correlations.
Consider the Si-O correlation. At the nearest-neighbor distance, i.e. the first peak, it is most
likely for a Si atom to find an O atom. This is the distance between the center of a tetrahedron
and its corners. Looking further, just beyond that distance, there will rarely be O atoms, and such
a well-defined nearest-neighbor distance is typical for strongly covalent (hence stiff) bonds. As
a result of the tetrahedral network, the density then fluctuates, until it finally becomes uniform
- which implies that changes in distance make it no more or less likely to see an O atom. The
function for the Al-O correlation looks quite similar. The O-O correlation is different in that
the first peak is not nearly as strong (note the scale), and the minimum is not nearly as close to
zero as it is for the former two. The reason is that we have been considering elementary building
blocks of the structure (i.e. the Si-O and Al-O bonds), whereas the positioning of the oxygen
atoms amongst themselves is an effect of the amorphous tetrahedral network, which does not
give rise to a spacing that is so strongly pronounced. A spacing that is somewhat preferred is that
which is obtained when placing O’s around a cation to form a tetrahedron. The first peak in the
correlation displays just that distance.
1

In the context of mode coupling theory, these equilibrium positions result from cages.
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Figure 3.3: Pair correlation functions for the system with 47 mol% alumina, at low density. Higher
temperature results in broadening, but no significant change, in all features. The insets show the main
peak at 300 K, compared with other temperatures, for the cases where it is much taller and clipped in the
main plot. The dotted arrows indicate the distances of closest approach (as discussed in Section 2.6.3);
the correlation functions of all other systems are at equally low values at there.
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Moving on to the cation correlations (see Figure 3.4), we find that they are similar to the O-O
case, except for a different position of the main peak. The cation correlations reflect the tetrahedral structure as the cations are placed at the center of these units. The main peak marks the
typical distance between two cations residing in two neighboring tetrahedra. From the positions
of the main peak (in fact the shapes of the whole functions) we see that Si and Al play a quite
similar role in the network. The Al-Al correlation marks the difference: Towards lower temperatures, a shoulder and finally a double peak appears. We measured the distance in two-membered
rings. The dash-dotted line shows that distance. Thus, we identify this feature with the presence
of Al-tetrahedra connected by their edges, as opposed to their corners, forming two-membered
rings. To a much lesser degree, the Si-Al correlation reveals the presence of Si-Al two-membered
rings. We indicated the corresponding distance in the Si-Si correlation as well, but Si-Si rings
are so rare they do not appear there.
Everything we have said so far holds for the other three systems as well. For comparing
their correlations it then suffices to consider the ones at 300 K; see Figure A.1 through Figure
A.6 in Appendix A. It is remarkable that qualitatively, we see essentially no differences when
comparing pressures. Recall that for the alumina-rich system, pressures are strongly different
(Figure 3.1). Nevertheless, the position, and to a large degree the shape, of all features are
unchanged. Interesting is also that differences between compositions are slight as well.
As for quantitative comparison, gαβ (r) is not the most appropriate variable. The peak heights
of lower-density systems will be larger simply because we normalized g αβ (r) to approach unity
density for large r. In addition, effects of different temperatures and intermediate-range order
may obscure the picture, regarding both peak height and area. Therefore, quantitative analysis
of short-range order is easier in terms of coordination numbers, and counts of two-membered
rings and triclusters (see below). Nevertheless, we may already suspect that in the alumina-rich
system, two-membered rings occur more frequently among Al-Al pairs in the LD case (Figure
A.2); and when comparing compositions, we see them more frequently in the alumina-poor
system (Figure A.6). We may also conjecture that differences in local order between Al-rich and
Al-poor regions manifest themselves in the O-O correlation of the alumina-rich system (Figure
A.5), where the main peak is broader. In the alumina-rich system, Si is the minority cation.
Hence, Al-rich regions produce a stronger signal. If their contribution is a broader peak, then
they will make the whole peak broader. This is one possibility. The other one is that the peak
resides at a different position, different from the position of the peak of the Si-rich regions. Since
in the alumina-rich system, the number of Si atoms and Al-atoms is somewhat more similar, we
see more of a combination of peaks, and if the individual ones are not at the same position, then
the combination is broad.

3.3.2.2 Coordination Numbers
Pair correlation functions allow us to count nearest neighbors, which produce the main peak.
We define the first minimum after the main peak of the function as the cutoff, and all particles
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Figure 3.4: Cation-cation pair correlation functions for the system with 47 mol% alumina, at low density.
Two-membered rings tell of their presence in the double peak. The dash-dotted lines mark the cationcation distances we measured in the given type of ring (Al-Al, Al-Si and Si-Si).
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Table 3.3: Nearest-neighbor cutoffs. Values for AS2 (33 mol%) taken from Winkler [20].

until then are counted as nearest neighbors.2 Table 3.3 shows all cutoffs so found.3 Now we
can do all kinds of statistics on local structure. We will first consider coordination numbers and
compare 13 vs. 47 mol% alumina, and ignore pressure effects for now. In Figure 3.5 (a), we see
a histogram indicating the fraction P(z) of Si atoms surrounded by z O atoms, referred to as the
Si-O coordination. Si atoms are almost entirely fourfold coordinated, making them centers of
tetrahedra. This is so in all systems (at 300 K). Just below, in (b), we see the same coordination
for Al (i.e. Al-O). Despite its different charge, it is typically fourfold coordinated as well, as was
the case for AS2 [20]. Recall now that triclusters may serve to restore local charge neutrality
(refer back to Section 1.1 and references therein), and consider (c), the coordination of O by
cations. Typically, O has two neighbors, in accordance with its charge. But indeed, we observe
significant threefold coordination – triclusters. And clearly more so in the systems with 47 mol%
alumina, as we expect: If triclusters serve to restore local charge neutrality around Al, more of
them are needed in the system with more alumina.
Since a tricluster connects three tetrahedra, as opposed to two, we expect that the particle
density is higher in its vicinity [7, 20]. Evidence for this can be found in the right column
of Figure 3.5, where we explore more general kinds of coordination numbers. (d) shows the
coordination of Si by other cations. This is not to say that these other cations are its nearest
neighbors, O atoms are its nearest neighbors. However, tetrahedral structure causes an ordering
2

A program went through each system and did this counting. Alternatively, we could integrate the main peak of
gαβ (r) up to this cutoff (after multiplying with the appropriate number density).
3
When statistical fluctuations would artificially misconstrue what would by visual inspection be the minimum,
then the latter was chosen.
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Figure 3.5: Coordination numbers in all systems at 300K. (a) Si is essentially always fourfold coordinated. (b) Al is typically fourfold coordinated, requiring threefold coordination of O by cations, i.e.
triclusters: plot (c) shows the coordination of O by cations, and we clearly see that as the Al content
increases, the fraction of triclusters increases. For local charge neutrality they reside near Al atoms (as we
prove later in Section 3.3.2.3), resulting in a different, denser packing near the average Al atom. Denser
packing is reflected in the fact that Al-(Si,Al) coordination (d) > Si-(Si,Al) coordination (e), across all
systems. See text for more details.
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among cations, as displayed by the first peak in the cation-cation pair correlation functions.
Hence, it is meaningful to speak of nearest cation neighbors. So in (d) we explore the number of
cation neighbors around a Si atom. Noticeable is a higher such coordination in the alumina-rich
systems. This means that on average, Si has more cations in its neighborhood in those systems.
And since cations are mostly centers of tetrahedra, this is direct evidence that the local packing
of tetradhedra around the average Si atom is denser in the systems with 47 mol% Al 2 O3 . The
same holds for Al (see subplot (e)). So indeed, the rise of triclusters is accompanied by a denser
tetrahedral packing.4 This is also reflected in the neighbor relations among oxygen atoms (f). In
the alumina-rich systems, we find that oxygens are more densely packed. 5
If we now compare subplots (d) and (e), we find out whether Si or Al has the stronger tendency to have such denser packing; and we see immediately that Al has the denser packing,
across all systems. Consequently, we suspect that Al is the predominant species with tricluster
neighbors, and that denser packing around Si in alumina-rich systems is an influence of Al atoms.
Evidence then points to the following:
1. Al wants triclusters around it, Si doesn’t. (As we know, that’s a defect from the point of
view of Si.)
2. Triclusters produce denser packing, and should involve mostly Al because of item 1.
3. It follows that Al displays a denser tetrahedral neighborhood.
4. It also follows that a rise in alumina content entails a rise in triclusters. We observed that
in (c).
5. Si will participate in some triclusters6 and hence have a denser tetrahedral neighborhood
in the alumina-rich systems.
6. By item 5, Si will snatch away some spots on triclusters, but less significantly (from Al’s
perspective) in the alumina-rich systems, and this displays as more densely packed tetrahedra around the average Al in alumina-rich systems.
In fact, Si’s way of packing tetrahedra hinders Al; hence, in alumina-poor systems, Al has more
difficulty to establish triclusters. Thus, threefold coordination of Al is occasionally unavoidable
for local charge neutrality – see (b).
If Si and Al have such particular ways of packing tetrahedra, it may come as no surprise
that they tend to segregate, i.e. the system forms Al-rich and Al-poor regions, as Winkler et
al. [7, 20] have argued and found in AS2. We proceed to proving that such is the case in all
systems. Suppose for the moment the distribution of cations in the system was homogeneous.
Then both species would have the same proportions of cations in their immediate neighborhood.
If Al has a greater overall density of cations in its neighborhood, as we just found from Figure
4

Whereby typically two-membered rings occur, as we will discuss below.
Note the double-peak structure in the blue curve. We will discuss it in the context of two-membered rings.
6
We assume a certain degree of mixing (I know that’s the case, the reader will in a moment).

5
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3.5 (d) and (e), it would follow that Al also has more of each species in its neighborhood than Si
does. In particular, we should find that Al has more Si in its neighborhood than Si does, i.e. that
Al is coordinated higher in Si than Si is. Figure 3.6 (top panels) shows that the opposite is the
case, for all systems.7 That is, there exist Si-rich (Al-poor) regions, so that the typical Si atom’s
surroundings are above average in Si content, and below average in Al content. 8
Let us now take a look at pressure effects. Refer back to Figure 3.5. All panels show that
higher density is reflected in higher coordination, as we expect. Also, all panels show stronger
effects in the system with 47 mol% Al2 O3 , where the difference in density is stronger. Interesting is the degree to which the various species respond. In the Si-O coordination (a), essentially
nothing changes. Different for Al-O (b), Al has a notable tendency to produce threefold coordination at low densities. Triclusters increase with density (c). A more general conclusion is
suggested by (d) and (e). Recall that the Al-(Si,Al) (d) and the Si-(Si,Al) (e) coordinations allow
us to measure density around Al and Si, respectively. We can discern in these panels that the
surroundings of Al always respond more strongly, because the curves in (e) show a stronger shift
than the corresponding ones in (d). And since Al is typically in an Al-rich region, we have the
result that structure in Al-rich regions is a function of pressure more strongly than in Al-poor
regions.
3.3.2.3 Counting Triclusters and Two-Membered Rings
To gain insight into the role of triclusters and two-membered rings, we conducted a detailed
quantitative analysis of these structural features. We will continue to restrict the discussion to
300 K, and consider temperature effects later.9
A key observation of this study is the correlation of alumina content with number of triclusters
and two-membered rings. For triclusters we already suspected such a link (item 4). We find that
even though triclusters and two-membered rings also occur at Si atoms, sometimes involving no
Al atom, the total number of these features is a function of alumina content, as follows: In Table
3.4 we show how many triclusters and rings we found per Al atom. At 300 K (black numbers),
this is to a large degree a constant: Each Al atom introduces about 1 tricluster and 0.38 twomembered rings into the system. Pressure has little influence on this. And note the range of
alumina concentrations over which this appears to be true: the entire miscibility gap in the phase
diagram (Figure 1.2).
Consequently, we suspect that triclusters and two-membered rings have to do with each other.
In fact, Winkler et al. [7] reported this for AS2: that of O atoms in two-membered rings, 96%
are triclusters (300 K). We have done similar analysis10 and would like to formulate it from a
7

For the alumina-poor systems (a), this is not obvious from the graphs, so we checked by means of the average
coordination: hziAl−Si = 3.31, hziSi−Si = 3.35 for HD; and hziAl−Si = 3.22, hziSi−Si = 3.33 for the LD case.
8
Figure 3.6 also shows that each cation species nevertheless has much contact with the other cation species, so
that the assumption used in item 5 above holds. For example, even in the alumina-poor system, about 60% of Si
atoms have one or more Al atom in their surroundings, and 25% two or more (data from bottom left panel, dashed
curves).
9
We also include the system with 33 mol% alumina, using data from the simulations of Winkler [20]. The
following remarks apply to AS2 as well, even if not explicitly stated.
10
The reader may wish to refer to Table B.1 in Appendix B, where we have compiled all data on two-membered
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Figure 3.6: Inhomogeneity as observed from cation-cation coordinations (300 K). Left column shows
alumina-poor, right column alumina-rich systems’ data (same color assignment as in Figure 3.5). Top
panels: Note that Si is coordinated by Si slightly more than Al is (in (a) this is not obvious, so we checked;
see text). But we know from Figure 3.5 that Al is clearly higher-coordinated by (Si,Al) than Si is. If the
composition of the immediate neighborhood of each species was average, we would find here that Al is
(clearly) higher-coordinated by Si than Si is. Instead, the typical Si atom’s neighborhood is above average
in Si content, and below average in Al content. The result is inhomogeneity, i.e. that we have Al-rich and
Al-poor regions. It is then no surprise that Al is coordinated by Al more than Si is (bottom panels), where
the higher packing density around Al and the inhomogeneity combine.
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Table 3.4: Two-membered rings and triclusters: Presence of local structures as related to number of Al
atoms. Raw data for the system with 33 mol% Al 2 O3 stem from simulations of Winkler [20]. Values
in black were measured at 300 K;
in dark red at 3060 K (13 mol% Al2 O3 ), 2600 K (33 mol%) and 2570 K (47 mol%); and
in light red at 5000 K (13 and 47 mol%) and 4700 K (33 mol%).
I.e. at a low, an intermediate, and a high temperature. We see that at 300 K, each Al atom introduces
about 1 tricluster, and each Al atom introduces about 0.38 two-membered rings – and this is to a large
degree independent of Al2 O3 concentration. A significant change is observed only when going to high
temperatures. Interestingly, triclusters then increase much less in the alumina-richer systems; the reason
lies in the fact that triclusters rise in number chiefly in Si-rich regions upon going to high temperatures
(see text). In 47% LD, no increase in triclusters is observed, suggesting that a limit has been reached as
to how many of them this system can sustain, given its low overall density. As an aside, it is a rare defect
when tetrahedra share three oxygens (i.e. share a face). The statistical error in each quantity is no more
than 3 units of the last digit quoted.
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slightly different perspective. In 95% to 98% of all two-membered rings (depending composition
and pressure), both O members are triclusters. The remaining ones have one tricluster (two
non-tricluster oxygens occur with a chance of ≤0.2%). The structure depicted in Figure 1.1
is therefore the typical two-membered ring. Looking at the structure, we can understand the
prevalence of triclusters in these rings. Since O atoms form corners of these rhomb-like rings,
they are at an exposed position; and near an exposed position a cation is preferred.
Triclusters, on the other hand, also exist outside two-membered rings. Around 30% of them
(except 16% in 47mol%, LD) have nothing to do with two-membered rings. 11 We conclude that
denser packing of tetrahedra (by way of triclusters) involves two-membered rings in the majority
of cases, but not all. Interestingly, up to 5% of triclusters are members of two two-membered
rings.
That each Al atom introduces about 1 tricluster may come as no surprise: this is just enough
so that each Al tetrahedron can (in principle) consist of three tricluster and one usual bridging
oxygen. Then each Al atom has 3 · 31 + 1 · 12 = 32 oxygens, fulfilling the Al2 O3 stoichiometry. Of
course, we have mixing and irregularities in both Al-rich and Al-poor regions, so that triclusters
also involve Si atoms, and so the situation is not so clear-cut.
Nevertheless, triclusters are a feature of Al-rich regions, which is documented by these numbers: in 13 mol% systems, 63% (HD) and 66% (LD) of all triclusters contain two or three Al
atoms (i.e. one Si atom or none at all). So the Al content is clearly higher. Now, in these
alumina-poor systems, infiltration by Si into Al-rich regions is expected strongest; so upon increasing alumina content, Al should be found even more in triclusters. And it is: In the system
with 33 mol%, 82% of triclusters have two or three Al atoms;12 and in 47 mol% HD we have
89% and in 47 mol% LD even 92%.
Two-membered rings also reside in Al-rich regions. This is evident from the fact that they
bear triclusters, which are in Al-rich regions. But we also counted: in 13 mol% systems, 60%
(HD) and 64% (LD) of two-membered rings are Al-Al rings, in 33 mol% already 73% [7], and
in 47 mol% 77% (HD) and 81% (LD). The remaining ones are Si-Al rings since Si-Si rings are
rare (they comprise only ≤3% of the rings). Again, as we expect, Si participation (“infiltration”)
decreases as alumina content increases.
Si, on the other hand, will see more triclusters and two-membered rings as alumina content increases, both because the surface of Al-rich regions grows and, as we saw, there is always a certain degree of mixing (which is why we call these regions Al-rich/Al-poor, not purealumina/silica regions). And indeed we found that in 13 mol% systems, only some 30% of Si
atoms are linked to triclusters, while that fraction is more than 2/3 in the remaining systems; and
in 13 mol% systems, 4% of Si atoms are in two-membered rings, and that percentage increases
to 11% and 14% (33 mol% and 47 mol%, respectively).
From the perspective of Al, it is easier to speak in terms of Si-rich and Si-poor systems.
In Si-rich systems, Si will naturally take away more positions on triclusters and two-membered
rings and triclusters (including more results from the simulations of Winkler [20]).
11
Winkler et al. [7] imply for AS2 that only 5% of triclusters are outside these rings, in contrast with our result
on the same raw data. This discrepancy is being investigated at the time of this writing.
12
Winkler et al. [7] imply here 86%. This is due to the fact that these authors used a common cutoff for both Si-O
and Al-O nearest neighbors [3], whereas we distinguished between Si-O and Al-O .
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rings. We also argued that SiO2 will even hinder the formation thereof.13 Our statistics confirm
this: we counted that Al is surrounded by an average of no more than 1.6 (1.5) triclusters in 13
mol% HD (LD); this already increases to 2.2 triclusters in 33 mol%, and finally 2.5 (2.3) in 47
mol% HD (LD).
We are now in a position to understand the double peak in the O-O coordination (back in
Figure 3.5, panel (f)). By inspection, i.e. by drawing possible configurations around an oxygen,
one can see that
• a coordination of 6 results when the O atom is linking two tetrahedra in a regular way;
• a coordination of 8 results when the oxygen is a tricluster participating in one regular
two-membered ring (i.e. that has another tricluster);
• a coordination of 9 results when it is a tricluster participating in no such ring.
In the system in question (47 mol%, LD), 98% of the rings are regular. Furthermore, only 4%
of triclusters have two two-membered rings. Therefore, we have exhausted all typical structures.
It follows that a coordination of 7 is (in this case) not included by any but pathological arrangements. It then follows that the peak at 8 (and the contribution at 9) should come from Al-rich
regions, where triclusters live, and the one at 6 from Al-poor.
Turning to pressure effects, we first note that higher pressure results in more triclusters (Table
3.4), in both the alumina-rich and the alumina-poor systems. We already observed that in the Ocation coordination. A more detailed look (in Table B.1 under triclusters/2rings) reveals that
this rise in triclusters occurs somewhat more in Si-regions than in Al-regions. Going to higher
pressure, the average number of Si atoms around a tricluster rises from 1.2 to 1.3 (13 mol%) or
0.59 to 0.64 (47 mol%).
For two-membered rings, the situation is more complicated. In the alumina-poor case, they
rise with pressure, and the opposite holds for the alumina-rich system. From Table B.1 we extract
that it is at Al (only) where rings decrease as pressure rises, in this alumina-rich case.
3.3.2.4 Effect of Temperature
Let us first state what we mean by a low, an intermediate, and a high temperature: When comparing systems, we have chosen the temperatures so that the typical relaxation times are about
equal in all systems. For then they are in a comparable condition with regard to their dynamics. A low temperature is simply near the lowest T we reached in equilibrium (we nevertheless
consider the data of the corresponding 300 K run since it is less noisy; recall the discussion in
Section 3.1). An intermediate temperature is one where there is still a pronounced β-regime, but
it is one to two decades shorter (about “half” as wide on the logarithmic time scale) than the one
in the lowest-T equilibrium simulation. A high temperature is one where there is essentially no
β-regime.
13

This can now be confirmed, as a slight tendency, in Table 3.4: Triclusters and two-membered rings do increase
slightly over-proportionally with alumina content.
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Table 3.5: Coordination of triclusters by Si, showing that it is near Si that triclusters rise with temperature.
“Low”, ”Mid” and ”High” refer to the corresponding temperatures in Table 3.4.

In Figure 3.7 we return to the coordination numbers, only this time at a high temperature
(5000 K). Coordination of cations is no longer limited to (mostly) fourfold. Interesting is the
fact that Al produces increased threefold coordination (in which case triclusters are no longer
required for charge neutrality reasons), while Si does almost not at all do so.
Triclusters rise in number, chiefly in alumina-poor systems. This is seen more clearly in
Table 3.4, where we have included data for an intermediate temperature and a high one. In the
alumina-poor systems, triclusters strongly increase when going to high T; but in the aluminaricher systems, much less so or not at all. This suggests that in a given system, triclusters will
increase predominantly in Si-rich regions and may even decrease in Al-rich regions. Indeed,
from Table B.1 we extracted that in all systems, triclusters see more Si as the temperature rises.
Table 3.5 shows the “coordination” of triclusters by Si atoms, i.e. the average number of Si atoms
around a tricluster. Consistently, participation of Si increases with T, implying that triclusters rise
in Si-rich regions upon increase of temperature, and possibly wane in Al-rich regions. Exactly
this is the case, as one can find in Table B.1 (under Si atoms/triclusters and Al atoms/triclusters,
from which the average number of triclusters around the cation can be calculated). 14 Related
is the fact that a fraction of Si atoms is now fivefold-coordinated (refer back to Figure 3.7),
requiring triclusters for charge neutrality. But Al produces more threefold coordination than
fivefold coordination, so that this species requires fewer triclusters at high T.
As a consequence of the different behavior of Si and Al upon raising T, we see a larger overall
increase of triclusters in alumina-poor systems. In 47% LD, we even note a slight decrease of
total number of triclusters (Table 3.4). Given how far below experiment the density is in that
system (2.35 g/cm3 vs. 2.74 g/cm3 ), we argue that there cannot be arbitrarily many of them
– recall that more of them result in a higher density, eventually no longer in accord with the
overall density. So apparently, in 47% LD this limit has been reached; we merely have a shift of
triclusters from Al-rich regions to Si-rich regions.
Returning to Figure 3.7, we find that the distributions in the remaining coordinations (d) (f) show chiefly broadening; nevertheless, the trends specified in Section 3.3.2.2 are still there
(denser packing around Al atoms, overall denser packing in alumina-rich systems, and pressure
leading to higher coordination).
14

47% HD marks the exception, owing to the high pressure: the (average) number of triclusters around Al-atoms
is unaltered.
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Figure 3.7: Coordinations at 5000 K. The trends regarding packing density as a function of Al content
and pressure are still there. Also Al is always in a denser neighborhood. The distributions have in general
broadened, so that the importance of triclusters for charge neutrality has waned. Note that no increase in
triclusters is observed in 47 mol% LD, suggesting that a limit has been reached as to how many of them
the system can sustain, given its low overall density.
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Figure 3.8: Cation-cation coordination at 5000 K. Dotted lines are the corresponding curves at 300 K. It
can be seen from the top panels that our earlier observation regarding inhomogeneity still applies, albeit
less strongly – as one might expect at a higher temperature.

In Figure 3.8, we can appreciate to what extent the cation-cation coordinations, by which we
established inhomogeneity, have changed. The dotted lines reproduce the corresponding curves
at 300 K. We suspect that Si is still surrounded by above-average numbers of Si atoms (top
panels). For even if Al is now surrounded by equal numbers of Si atoms, that is still not enough
as Al has in general higher cation coordinations (as shown in Figure 3.7 (d) and (e)). To be
sure, we verified this by calculating the average coordinations (as we did in part at 300 K). The
inhomogeneity has weakened but is still there.
3.3.2.5 Geometry of Two-Membered Rings
While counting them we also measured geometrical data on two-membered rings, and we present
here the results (300 K). Table B.2 lists all details. Cations are separated by about 2.6 - 2.7 Å.
The most notable trend is an increase of that distance towards Si-rich rings. Meanwhile, oxygens
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are separated by around 2.45 Å in an Al-Al ring, 2.36 Å in an Al-Si ring, and 2.25 Å in a SiSi ring. This is an almost linear decrease as Si content increases. Thus, we observe that Si
tends to elongate two-membered rings (along the cation-cation axis). Another observation is that
the higher-pressure systems also pronounce elongation in two-membered rings. Cation-cation
distances are larger at higher densities (some remain constant), while O-O distances are smaller.
While the latter decrease is in most cases stronger, so that the rings end up smaller at higher
densities (as expected), there is an anomaly: for the case of 13 mol% Al 2 O3 , the O-O distances
in Si-Si rings also turn out larger, so that these rings are actually larger. Finally, analyzing bond
angles (also in Table B.2) revealed that in Al-Si rings, oxygens reside closer to the Si atom: the
O-O diagonal crosses the Si-Al diagonal at 44.7% ± 1% of the way from Si to Al (45.5% ± 1%
for the case of 47 mol%, HD).

3.3.3 Intermediate Range: Static Structure Factors
The partial static structure factors are defined as
fαβ
Sαβ (q) =
N

* N Nβ
α X
X
i=1 j=1

exp(iq · rij )

+

α, β ∈ {Si,Al,O},

(3.2)

where, as in Eq. (3.1), N and Nα are the number of particles and the number of particles of
species α, respectively; and

1 α=β
.
fαβ =
1
α 6= β
2

Sαβ (q) is essentially the Fourier transform of the corresponding partial pair correlation function.
This enables us to examine structure on intermediate length scales. Even when placed in a
disordered fashion, repetitiveness produced by structural units such as tetrahedra, and larger
features, will produce corresponding peaks in Sαβ (q). It is thus a good variable to observe the
nature of the inhomogeneities which we pointed out on the nearest-neighbor scale.
In Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 we show the structure factors of the system 47 mol%, LD.
All are similar in that features get sharper for decreasing T . This also holds for the different
systems, to that we may restrict the discussion to one temperature. This is not 300 K, incidentally,
the reason being that for intermediate range data, thermal noise induced by vibration does not
do much harm. Needed are configurations that differ substantially, i.e. have had a chance to
reorganize cages. Then they are less correlated and yield better statistics. Hence, the best choice
is here the lowest equilibrium run.
Let us briefly identify the main features of these structure factors. The main peak in Figure
−1
3.9 and Figure 3.10 (∼ 2.7 Å ) arises from the length scale introduced by Si-O and Al-O
−1
bonds. The smaller peak before it (∼ 1.6 Å ), called first sharp diffraction peak, is a feature
of network-formers. It reflects the length scale introduced by the basic building blocks of the
network, which in our case are tetrahedra.
We care particularly about the region before that. In AS2 (33 mol% Al 2 O3 ), Winkler [20]
−1
found a prepeak at q = 0.5 Å , arising from the microscopic demixing. Since we have soundly
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Figure 3.9: Partial static structure factors (47 mol%, LD) for the correlations involving O. Features become sharper for decreasing T .
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established that our systems display such inhomogeneity as well, it is now time to see whether
we too find corresponding prepeaks. Consider Figure 3.11, where we compare all systems.
−1
In all cation-cation correlations, we clearly see a peak near q = 0.5 Å . In 47 mol% HD,
it has almost the same strength as in AS2. In 13 mol% HD, we find that it is not nearly so
pronounced and also wider, with a slight shift toward higher q. This indicates an Al-rich network
with a similarly-sized mesh, but that is thinner. The prepeak is strongest in 33 mol% since
then Al-rich and Al-poor regions occupy comparable volumes. We also note that lower density
reduces the prepeak.
In the O-O correlation, however, we see no such prepeak. Therefore, and this is also a result
of Winkler [20], this chemical ordering is not one that affects the concentration of O. This is
also the reason why no prepeak is seen in scattering experiments. At low q, oxygen produces the
strongest signal, thereby suppressing the prepeak.
We do however argue that while this microscopic demixing might favor the macroscopic
demixing, little may be concluded regarding whether this is a precursor, until the actual course
of the phase transition is understood.
We conclude this section by comparing three snapshots, where one can also see that on increase of Al2 O3 , the Al-rich network becomes thicker, but the length scale it introduces does not
change much (Figure 3.12).

3.4 Dynamics
We report on all dynamical properties studied here. Of special interest are points we can link to
our understanding of structure.

3.4.1 Mean Squared Displacement and Diffusion
The mean squared displacement (MSD)
*N
+
α
1 X
2
2
hrα (t)i =
|r (t) − ri (0)|
Nα i=1 i

α ∈ {Si,Al,O}

(3.3)

is a measure of how far (on average) a particle of type α has come after time t has elapsed.
Several points in time may serve as starting points of measurement (t = 0), so that we obtain
several measurements during the same run. They will not be entirely uncorrelated, but nevertheless improve statistics significantly when we average over these, and over all independent runs.
The angle brackets therefore indicate an ensemble average and the time average in this special
sense. In our simulation, configurations were stored on logarithmic time scales, one such scale
beginning at the start, and three more after 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the run had passed.
In Figure 3.13 we demonstrate the properties of the MSD. All curves display the same behavior, in all systems. Each curve begins with the ballistic regime, where the MSD rises quadratically, and ends with the diffusive regime, where it rises linearly in time. The transition between
the two regimes ranges from a slight bend at high temperatures to a pronounced plateau, growing
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Figure 3.11: Prepeak of all correlations: cross-system comparison. Data of AS2 (33 mol%) from Winkler
[20]. Temperatures are 2470 K for 13 mol% (HD and LD), 2300 K in AS2, and 2060 K / 2190 K in 47
mol% (HD/LD). The prepeak is seen in all systems’ cation-cation correlations. It is strongest when the
numbers of Si atoms and Al atoms are comparable, i.e. it is strongest in 33 mol%. The demixing does not
affect the oxygen concentration, so that no prepeak is seen in the O-O correlation.
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Figure 3.12: Snapshots of simulation box in comparison (300 K). Left: 13 mol% (HD). Top: 33 mol%
Right: 47 mol% (HD). Si atoms are bronze, Al atoms are blue (gray in the top figure), and O are red and
drawn much smaller to allow insight into cation distribution. In each shot, we clearly see the formation
of Al-rich and Al-poor regions. As alumina concentration increases, Al-rich regions become thicker.
However, the length scale introduced by this intermediate range order (10 − 13 Å) is affected little; i.e. the
mesh of the network stays roughly the same.
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longer for decreasing temperatures. This plateau marks here the β-relaxation regime, the time
scale during which particles typically remain in their cages. The diffusive regime corresponds to
the α-relaxation. MCT makes quantitative predictions about the increase in width of the plateau
on decrease of temperature [24]. The diffusive regime at the end of each curve corresponds to
the α-relaxation. Especially in the MSD of Si we can, at low T, see a dip at the beginning of the
plateau. It is related to a feature of the dynamics of network-forming glasses, the so-called boson
peak. Its size, however, is also influenced by finite size effects [40].
From the MSD we can compute the self-diffusion constant of particles of species α, D α , by
means of the Einstein relation
(3.4)

Dα = lim hrα2 (t)i/6t.
t→∞

We computed D by evaluating 16 · dhrα2 (t)i/dt at large values of t.
In Figure 3.14 we may see how increase in alumina content affects diffusion. Clearly, alumina
accelerates diffusion. We will come back to this point in a moment. We can also see here that
oxygen approaches Al with its D on increase of alumina. This may suggest that oxygen diffusion
in Al-rich regions is faster.
In Figure 3.15 we observe that increase in pressure results in faster diffusion. This anomaly is
known of network-forming fluids; for our particular kind of system, we may be able to pinpoint
the reason: in the nearly-ideal tetrahedral network of SiO2 , it has been shown [5] that the migration of defects is the basic diffusion mechanism. Now, recall that increase in pressure resulted
in a higher number of triclusters, particularly in Si-rich regions. From the point of view of Si, a
tricluster is a defect. We hence argue that triclusters are responsible in alumino silicates for the
speed-up of diffusion upon raising pressure. Coming back to the comparison across alumina concentrations, the same applies: Al introduces triclusters, which will also involve Si. Therefore,
diffusion accelerates upon increasing alumina content. As a summarizing comparison on that
point, we have compiled the diffusion constants for oxygen in SiO 2 [3] and all alumino silicates
discussed here (Figure 3.16). We clearly see the strong dependence on alumina content.

3.4.2 Relaxation - Intermediate Scattering Functions
For our three-component system we may define a total of six intermediate scattering functions:

1
Fαβ (q, t) =
hρ∗α (q, t)ρβ (q, 0)i where
Nα + N β

ρα (q, t) =

Nα
X
i=1

exp(iq · ri (t))

(3.5)

is the Fourier transform of the number density of particle species α ∈ {Si, Al, O}. The average
is an ensemble average and treated in the same fashion as was done for MSDs. We exploited in
Eq. (3.5) that our systems are isotropic, so that Fαβ (q, t) depends only on the magnitude q of the
wave vector.
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Figure 3.13: Mean square displacements. Features are the same for all of our systems.
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For same-species correlations Fαα (q, t),15 we can extract from the double sum the diagonal
terms, and hence write
(3.6)

Fαα (q, t) = Fs,α (q, t) + Fd,α (q, t),
where

1
Fs,α (q, t) =
Nα
1
Fd,α (q, t) =
Nα

*N
α
X
i
*N
α
X
i6=j

exp [iq · (ri (t) − ri (0))]

+

exp [iq · (ri (t) − rj (0))]

+

(3.7)

are the self part and the distinct part, respectively. These are also called incoherent and coherent
intermediate scattering functions, respectively (the different-species ones, when α 6= β, also
belong to the coherent intermediate scattering functions). Note that F αβ (q, 0) = Sαβ (q). We will
in fact always normalize Fαβ (q, t) by Sαβ (q) so that they start at unity and in the end decay to
zero.
15

Or single-species systems, or also using the total intermediate scattering function which does not distinguish
among species; in that case we may drop the subscript and obtain the function we used in Section 1.2.
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Roughly speaking, the self part is a measure of how much the position of the average particle
is related to its own initial position, when we care to look at a resolution specified by q. For
−1
example, for q = 1 Å , we call it no difference when the particle has moved on a scale much
smaller than 2π Å, so Fd is still close to unity. And we call it a big difference when the particle
has moved some 10 Å, say, and so Fd approaches zero.
The distinct part plays the same role, but relating the position of the particle to the initial
position of the average other particle of the same species. And F αβ (q, t) (α 6= β) relates the
position of the particle to the initial position of the average particle of the other species. When
computing Fαβ (q, t) (α 6= β) directly from Eq. (3.5), the latter has numerical problems wherever
Sαβ (q) crosses zero, so we did not work with it.
We have calculated intermediate scattering functions for four wavelengths on all same-species
combinations (self part and distinct part); and for the lowest temperatures available, more than
70 values of q. Recall that the intermediate scattering functions are the proper variables for describing the slowing down of glassy systems upon cooling. We will now consider the extent to
which MCT is able to describe our systems. We will treat here only oxygen in 13 mol%, HD,
since results for all other scattering functions are similar. In Figure 3.17 we show the temper−1
ature dependence of the self part of these functions at q = 2.7 Å . One can clearly see the
developing β-relaxation regime. As the temperature drops, the β-relaxation regime gets wider,
in accordance with MCT. The dip is related to the boson peak (as is the case in the MSDs), and its
depth is a function of (finite) system size [40]. In Figure 3.18, we consider the time-temperature
superposition principle (TTSP; Eq. (1.8)), after scaling time by the relaxation time τ (T ). Also
shown is a fit of the master curve with a Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function (Eq. (1.9)). In
the β-relaxation regime vibrational dynamics cause the TTSP not to work. This is also the case
in SiO2 [34]. In the early regime of the α-relaxation, it holds to a fair degree, and in the late
one quite good. The KWW function fits very nicely, in agreement with MCT. Similar arguments
apply to the coherent case (Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20).
Now, the rather large data set of relaxation times (we have three species, and for each the
self part and the same-species distinct part, each at four values of q), and the diffusion constants,
allow us to determine MCT critical temperatures using Eq. (1.7). We have already done a
preliminary such calculation for 13 mol%, HD. We found that Tc = 2530 ± 80 K. The final
results on all systems will be published elsewhere. No attempt to do this has been presented in
the previous work on AS2 [7, 20] or the two concentrations we simulated. Not only will this
analysis present another test of MCT, it also provides a unified way to characterize the slowing
down of these systems when lowering T.
Let us turn to the q-dependence of the intermediate scattering functions at a given temperature. Consider Figure 3.21. At long range (small q), less de-correlation occurs during the initial
(microscopic) decay, as we expect. We also show a von-Schweidler fit (including the leadingorder correction; see Eq. (1.14)), which describes both β and the early α regime very well, in
accordance with MCT. The coherent case is more interesting here. Note that the plateau does not
decrease uniformly for increasing q. Inspection of the von Schweidler law (Eq. (1.14)) shows
that the plateau height is set by the Debye-Waller factor. In fact, it is a prediction of MCT that it
will fluctuate around the uniform behaviour in the self-part case, and it will do so in phase with
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Figure 3.17: Intermediate scattering functions (self part) for O at q = 2.70 Å and various T . These
functions look very similar for other values of q and other incoherent scattering functions and in all our
systems. As the temperature drops, the β-relaxation regime gets wider, in accordance with MCT. The dip
is related to the boson peak (as is the case in the MSDs), and its depth is a function of (finite) system size
[40].

the structure factor. This has been observed in silica (see Horbach and Kob [34]); our data also
allows for testing of this behavior (to be published elsewhere).
Finally, we have tested the factorization property (refer back to Eq. (1.12) and Eq. (1.13)). In
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24, we demonstrate that it holds quite well. In summary, then, MCT has
passed all tests conducted on our systems so far and describes them well. This encourages further
analysis of our data in the context of MCT, including the aforementioned critical temperatures
and Debye-Waller factors.
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Figure 3.18: Intermediate scattering functions (self part) for O at q = 2.70 Å and various T, after
scaling time by the relaxation time τ (T ). Also shown is a fit of the master curve with a Kohlrausch–
Williams–Watts function. In the β-relaxation regime vibrational dynamics cause the TTSP not to work.
In the early regime of the α-relaxation, it holds to a fair degree, and in the late one quite good. The KWW
function fits very nicely.
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Figure 3.19: Intermediate scattering functions (distinct part) for O-O at q = 2.70 Å and various T .
These functions also look very similar for other values of q and other coherent (single-species) scattering
functions and in all our systems. All features we saw before (Figure 3.17) are still present, with the
noticeable addition of noise.
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Figure 3.20: Intermediate scattering functions (distinct part) for O-O at q = 2.70 Å and various T,
after scaling time by the relaxation time τ (T ). Again we demonstrate that a fit of the master curve with
a Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function works well. The TTSP is obeyed to the same degree as was the
case for the self part (as far as the poorer statistics allow this judgement) .
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Figure 3.21: Intermediate scattering functions (self part) for O at T = 2470 K and various q. At long
range (small q), less decorrelation occurs during the initial (microscopic) decay, as we expect. We also
show a von Schweidler fit (including the leading-order correction), which describes both β and the early
α regime very well.
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Figure 3.22: Intermediate scattering functions (distinct part) for O-O at T = 2470 K and various q. Apart
from strong statistical fluctuations, we note that the plateau does not decrease uniformly for increasing
q. See text. We again demonstrate the von Schweidler fit (including the leading-order correction), which
describes both β and the early α regime very well.
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Figure 3.23: Confirmation of the factorization property (self part) for O at T = 2470 K and various q.
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Figure 3.24: Factorization property (distinct part) for O-O at T = 2470 K and various q. Despite poor
statistics we can see that the MCT prediction applies.
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Chapter 4
Summary
We performed large-scale MD simulations of two compositions of alumino silicates (13 mol%
and 47 mol% Al2 O3 ). This allowed us to gain insight into structural properties, also as a function
of Al2 O3 concentration. In particular, we were able to supplement and generalize the findings of
Winkler et al. [7, 20], who performed MD simulations of 33 mol% Al 2 O3 . The atomistic structure of alumino silicates has been the subject of intense discussion in the literature (see Section
1.1); specifically, experimental results have been inconclusive regarding the local chemical ordering around Al atoms. If Al atoms are also fourfold coordinated by O atoms, how is local charge
neutrality attained? In combination with the work of Winkler et al. [7, 20], our simulations
offer insight on the structural properties of alumino silicates for essentially the whole demixing
region in the phase diagram (Figure 1.2). At low temperatures (supercooled regime, and in the
300 K glass state obtained from that), Al forms tetrahedra, just as Si does. In pure SiO 2 , each
oxygen links two such tetrahedra. But Al prefers a denser packing, involving triclusters and twomembered rings, to observe charge neutrality (or stoichiometric) requirements. Each Al atom
introduces about 1 tricluster and 0.4 two-membered rings into the mixture. Si tends towards its
usual tetrahedral network. To accommodate the preferences of both species, the system forms
Al-rich regions, with the denser packing just described, and Al-poor regions, with the usual tetrahedral network. This microscopic demixing introduces an intermediate-range order (in the form
of an Al-rich network) which is seen in a prepeak in the partial static structure factors, near a
−1
wave vector of 0.5 Å . Thus, the length scale of the Al-rich network is near 13 Å. We have
observed that the network’s “arms” have a thickness according to the overall alumina content of
the system, while its mesh is not a function thereof. Higher temperatures weaken these structural
features, so that the prepeaks (hence the demixing) are no longer so strong. Triclusters decrease
in Al-rich regions, and increase in Si-rich regions. The variety of local configurations becomes
larger (occurrence of threefold and fivefold coordination of Al atoms, and fivefold coordination
of Si atoms).
Further, we have been able to link the presence of triclusters to the acceleration of diffusion.
We have observed that triclusters increase, especially in Si-rich regions, both when the alumina
content is increased and when the pressure rises. Concurrently, diffusion becomes faster. The
connection between triclusters and speed of diffusion may be as follows. In the nearly-ideal
tetrahedral network of SiO2 , it has been shown [5] that the migration of defects is the basic
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diffusion mechanism. From the point of view of Si, a tricluster is a defect. Therefore, more
triclusters (i.e. more defects) will accelerate diffusion – not only in Si-rich regions but on the
whole, since the demixing is partial.
Finally, we conducted several tests of the Mode-Coupling Theory of the glass transition
(MCT), using the intermediate scattering functions. MCT describes our systems quite well, and
this had not been investigated so far. With our data, much more analysis in the context of MCT
is possible, allowing further insight into the dynamics of alumino silicates.
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Figure A.1: 47 mol% Al2 O3 : Correlations with oxygen, HD vs. LD. Despite the stark difference in
pressure, little changes.
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Figure A.2: 47 mol% Al2 O3 : Cation-cation correlations, HD vs. LD. Despite the stark difference in
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Figure A.3: 13 mol%: Correlations with oxygen, HD vs. LD. Almost no difference.
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Figure A.4: 13 mol%: Cation-cation correlations, HD vs. LD. Almost no difference.
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Figure A.5: 13 mol% vs. 47 mol% (LD): Correlations with oxygen. The O-O correlation (bottom panel)
suggests that in the alumina-rich case, local ordering is not as uniform as in the alumina-poor case, i.e. Al
appears to introduce a different local order. The result is a broader peak. Otherwise, differences are small.
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Figure A.6: 13 mol% vs. 47 mol% (LD): Cation-cation correlations. Al-Al two-membered rings occur
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Otherwise, differences are small.
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Appendix B
Two-membered Rings and Triclusters:
Statistics
Table B.1 is a database. It has extended statistics regarding two-membered rings (there abbreviated as “2rings”) and triclusters, at three temperatures, including AS2 (33 mol%; raw data from
the simulations of Winkler [20]) Each sub-column corresponds to a different temperature, as indicated by color. Listed is the fraction (in %) of various entities which are populated by another
entity the specified number of times. The statistical error in each quantity is no more than 3 units
of the last digit quoted. A grey 0 means that no such combination was found (as opposed to a
fraction which vanishes within error).
For example, in the system “13 mol%, HD”, at 300 K, 60% of all 2rings contained no Si
atoms, 38% contained 1 Si atom, and 3% contained 2 Si atoms (upper left column). In the
next two columns to the right, we see the same quantities for higher temperatures (indicated by
different colors). To the right of that, we find that no 2rings were found (at 300 K) which didn’t
contain any triclusters (grey 0). Three columns to the right of that, we can extract that only 5% of
triclusters contained only Si atoms (hence no Al atom), at 300 K. Moving three more columns to
the right, we see that 69% of Si atoms were surrounded by no triclusters at 300 K (were zero-fold
coordinated by triclusters). Likewise, the three rightmost columns show the coordination of O
by cations. Or, as a final example, 95.8% of all Si atoms did not participate in two-membered
rings (at 300 K; that’s the top entry of the 9th column from the right).
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Table B.1: Statistics on 2rings and triclusters. Statistical error ≤ 3 units of the last digit. Listed is the
fraction (in %) of various entities which are populated by another entity the specified number of times.
E.g., in the system “13 mol%, HD” (300 K), 60% of all 2rings contain 0 Si atoms, 38% contain 1 Si atom,
and 3% contain 2 Si atoms (upper left column). Each sub-column corresponds to a different temperature,
as indicated by color. Raw data for 33 mol% from [20]. Page 79 has more detail.
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Table B.2: Two-membered rings: geometrical data (300 K; in Å and o , whichever applies). The statistical
error in each quantity is no more than 3 units of the last digit quoted. Listed are distances between cations,
those between O atoms, the bond angles at Si atoms, and those at Al atoms, for the given type of twomembered ring (distinguished by number of Si atoms, i.e. cation composition). Also included are the
corresponding standard deviations, to see how much these values typically vary at 300 K.
Notice that O-O distance decreases linearly as Si content is increased from 0 to 2 Si-atoms, without much
change across systems and pressures. At the same time, cation-cation distances increase somewhat or stay
the same. Thus, one can extract that Si tends to elongate two-membered rings (along cation-cation axis).
Higher density also results in elongated rings. Bond angles reveal that heterogeneous rings place oxygens
closer to the Si atom.
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Appendix C
Program Code
Here we have printed the source code of the simulation program. This version parallelizes computation to 32 CPUs. Parameters are set for the system with 13 mol% Al2 O3 .
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!*****************************************************************
!
*
!
MD-Simulation of Al_2(Si_2O_7): 26/04/01 x4 changed
*
!
corrected version 04/01, no polynom-fit in subroutine force *
!
number of particles N = 256 Si + 0 Na + 256 Al + 896 O
*
!
parameters B according to Kramer et al. 1991 & fit of potalo *
!
automatic restart after given time
*
!
calls neighbourlist if any particle moved further than
*
!
half the skin-width
*
!
compilation with f90 -lmpi -dp -X32 -lsci -o prog prog.f
*
!
Al-charge-ansatz includes Lorentz-term
*
!
additional exp-factor in order to smooth out cutoffs:
*
!
- short-ranged-potential (Buckingham-part)
*
!
- short-ranged pol-fit
*
!
- r-part of Coloumb-potential
*
!
- Al-charge: al-o and al-al, al-si differ
*
!
05/10/01 pol-fit corrected
*
!
*
!*****************************************************************
!
*
! IN: fileoffiles (fof)
*
! OUT: (1) logfile
*
!
(2) endconfiguration
*
!
if necessary: "dump"-configuration - position
*
!
and/or velocities
*
!
*
! fof-format (060):
*
!
*
! filein1:
parfile (061): file with the start parameters
*
! fileout1:
logfile (071): (this must be a new file)
*
! fileout2:
endconf (072): final configuration and
*
!
crash dumps (this must be a new file)
*
! filein2:
startconf (062): file with the input configuration *
!
*
!*****************************************************************

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::

implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
! Declaration of variables:
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
!

pi,twopidlbox,twoadrpi,alpha2,malpha,twopi,al2d2
e2n,eps0,temp,tdtp24,nomtoten,scafac
vol,volvel,invol,ocoolrate,coolrate,onemeps
pressext,mpiston,opressext,ompiston,deltat
inmpiston,oned3,hstepd3,inlbox,erkon,intwop24
lbox,hstep,lboxd2,hsqd2,hsqd3,ekin,epot
al2skin,rskinw,rcow,fpart2
rcoaa,rcoab,rcobb,rcoac,rcobc,rcocc,decay
rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd !Al
potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,potshbc,potshcc
potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd !Al
rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,rcobcsq,rcoccsq
rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq !Al
virial,insttemp,press,density,hstepd2,displa
ohstep,orskinw,orcow,onomtoten
orcoaa,orcoab,orcobb,orcoac,orcobc,orcocc
orcoad,orcobd,orcocd,orcodd !Al
alpha,beta,vs,chsi,cho,chna,chal !Al
mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald,rcewald,decayew
aoo,asisi,asio,bsisi,boo,bsio,csisi,coo,csio
anao,bnao
aalo,balo,calo !Al
r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo
decayal,decayalo !Al
potcontal1r3,potcontalr3,potcontalor3
wskinwd2,rsq,dx,dy,dz ! !!!

real(DOUBLE):: newvelx,newvely,newvelz,newvel2,scafacvel
! ppf 11/26/04 for velocity sanity guard
integer newloc,new ! !!!

parameter(partdim=6624,cor1dim=300,cor2dim=20)
parameter(maxk=1208,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)

integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend

integer*2 neighwald(800,nchpartloc)
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::

pos(partdim),vel(partdim),acc(partdimloc)
posloc(partdimloc),velloc(partdimloc)
runposloc(partdimloc),neighposloc(partdimloc) ! !!!
runpos(partdim)
fpart1(partdimloc)

integer cortim(cor1dim)
integer kx_field(maxk),ky_field(maxk),kz_field(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: kvec(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: ch(nchpartloc),m(nchpartloc)

real(DOUBLE):: begintime,endtime,endtime1,testtime
real(DOUBLE):: begintime2,endtime2
character*132
character*132
character*132
character*132

filein1,filein2,fileout1,fileout2,string1
fileout3,fileoffiles
dump_file_1,dump_file_2
vel_file_1,vel_file_2 ! !!!

common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/sim2/napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart !Al
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integer partdim,cor1dim,cor2dim
integer maxk,nchpart,pindex
integer partdimloc,nchpartloc

i,j,k,olddat,napart,nbpart,ncpart,npart,npart3
ndpart !Al
ntotstep,ndumpstep,time,tneighli,cooltim
olseed,twop24,i24,j24,carry
iseed,iseedn,seed(24),uni,randn(3)
nsystdump,nprintstep,tbathstep,coolstep
ncorrelmax,ncorrel,ncorrelnew,restart
oolddat,onapart,onbpart,oncpart,ocooltim
ondpart !Al
oncorrelmax,oncorrel,otbathstep,ocoolstep
oolseed,ontotstep,onprintstep,ondumpstep
otneighli,onsystdump,starttime
rmax,rsqmax,kmax,ksqmax
p,naverstep
nvelstep ! !!!

common/sim3/hstep,ekin,epot
common/sim4/rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,
&
rcobcsq,rcoccsq,
&
rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq, !Al
&
rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd,decay
common/sim5/potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,
&
potshbc,potshcc,
&
potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd !Al
common/sim8/velloc
common/sim9/tdtp24,carry,i24,j24,seed,twop24
common/sim11/virial
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/ewald/alpha,kvec,vs
common/rsum1/rmax,rsqmax
common/rsum2/twoadrpi,alpha2,malpha,al2d2,oned3,erkon
common/rsum3/pi,twopi,twopidlbox
common/rsum4/mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald,rcewald,decayew
common/ksum1/kmax,ksqmax
common/ksum4/kx_field,ky_field,kz_field
common/box/inlbox
common/potpar/e2n,m
common/potpar2/asisi,asio,aoo,bsisi,bsio,boo,
&
csisi,csio,coo,anao,bnao,aalo,balo,calo !Al
common/neigw/neighwald
common/skinw/al2skin
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend
common/potmod/r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo,
&
decayal,decayalo !Al
common/fileio/fileout1 ! ppf 11/23/04

read(061,*) napart
read(061,*) nbpart
read(061,*) ncpart
read(061,*) ndpart !Al
read(061,*) lbox
read(061,*) rcoaa !
read(061,*) rcoab !
read(061,*) rcoac !
read(061,*) rcobb !
read(061,*) rcobc ! Al
read(061,*) rcocc !
read(061,*) rcoad !
read(061,*) rcobd !
read(061,*) rcocd !
read(061,*) rcodd !
read(061,*) rcow
read(061,*) rskinw
read(061,*) temp
read(061,*) cooltim
read(061,*) pressext
read(061,*) mpiston
read(061,*) tbathstep
read(061,*) coolstep
read(061,*) coolrate
read(061,*) nomtoten
read(061,*) olseed
read(061,*) hstep
read(061,*) ntotstep
read(061,*) nprintstep
read(061,*) ndumpstep
read(061,*) naverstep
read(061,*) ncorrelmax
read(061,*) ncorrel
read(061,*) tneighli
read(061,*) nsystdump
read(061,*) restart
read(061,*) beta
read(061,*) rmax
read(061,*) kmax
read(061,*) decay
read(061,*) decayew
read(061,*) decayal
read(061,*) decayalo
read(061,fmt=’(a)’) dump_file_1 ! !!!
read(061,fmt=’(a)’) vel_file_1 ! !!!
read(061,*) nvelstep
close(061)

! Get in contact with MPI:
call MPI_INIT( ierr )
call MPI_COMM_RANK( MPI_COMM_WORLD, myid, ierr )
call MPI_COMM_SIZE( MPI_COMM_WORLD, numprocs, ierr )
! Master is process 0:
master=0
if(myid == master) then
begintime=MPI_WTIME()
endif
! Read in the start parameter file with the master process:
! --------------------------------------------------------if(myid == master) then
write(6,fmt=’(’’ Read file of filenames ’’,$)’)
read(5,’(a)’) fileoffiles

!
!
!
!

open(060,file=fileoffiles,status=’old’)
read(060,’(a)’) filein1
read(060,’(a)’) fileout1
read(060,’(a)’) fileout2
read(060,’(a)’) filein2
close(060)

write(6,fmt=’(’’ File for the status of the run ? ’’,$)’)
read(060,’(a)’) fileout1
if(restart == 0) then
open(071,file=fileout1,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
write(071,*) ’source file: tern_mpi_cray_p64_newmod.f’
write(071,*) olddat,’
new or old run (0/1)’
write(071,*) napart,’
number of Si particles’
write(071,*) nbpart,’
number of Na particles’
write(071,*) ncpart,’
number of Al particles’
write(071,*) ndpart,’
number of O particles’
write(071,*) lbox,’
size of box’
write(071,*) rcoaa,’
cutoff radius for SiSi’ !
write(071,*) rcoab,’
cutoff radius for SiNa’ !
write(071,*) rcoac,’
cutoff radius for SiAl’ !
write(071,*) rcobb,’
cutoff radius for NaNa’ !
write(071,*) rcobc,’
cutoff radius for NaAl’ ! Al
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open(061,file=filein1,status=’old’)
read(061,*) olddat

!

&
&

&
&

&

&
&

write(6,fmt=
’(’’Output-file for crash dumps
and final configuration?’’,$)’)
read(060,’(a)’) fileout2
if(restart == 0) then
open(072,file=fileout2,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
close(072)
endif
if(rcoaa
if(rcoab
if(rcoac
if(rcobb
if(rcobc
if(rcocc
if(rcoad
if(rcobd

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)
0.5*lbox)

print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,

’SiSi cut off too large’
’SiNa cut off too large’
’SiAl cut off too large’
’NaNa cut off too large’
’NaAl cut off too large’
’AlAl cut off too large’
’SiO cut off too large’
’NaO cut off too large’

!
!
!
!
!
! Al
!
!

!
!

endif ! master
! Send the data read from file 061 by process 0
! (master) to all the other processes:
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_BCAST(olddat, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(napart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(nbpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ncpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ndpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master, !Al
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(lbox, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcoaa, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcoab, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcoac, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
!Al
call MPI_BCAST(rcobb, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcobc, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcocc, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcoad, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcobd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcocd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcodd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
!
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rcow, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rskinw, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(temp, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(cooltim, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(pressext, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(mpiston, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(tbathstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(coolstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(coolrate, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(nomtoten, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(olseed, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(hstep, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
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!
!
!

if(rcocd > 0.5*lbox) print*, ’AlO cut off too large’
if(rcodd > 0.5*lbox) print*, ’OO cut off too large’
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&

write(071,*) rcocc,’
cutoff radius for AlAl’ !
write(071,*) rcoad,’
cutoff radius for SiO ’ !
write(071,*) rcobd,’
cutoff radius for NaO ’ !
write(071,*) rcocd,’
cutoff radius for AlO ’ !
write(071,*) rcodd,’
cutoff radius for OO ’ !
write(071,*) rcow,’
cutoff for Ewald ’
write(071,*) rskinw,’
factor for skin of ewald sum’
write(071,*) temp,’
temperature’
write(071,*) cooltim,’
cooltime’
write(071,*) pressext,’
ext press’
write(071,*) mpiston,’
mass of piston (0.002 * mass)’
write(071,*) tbathstep,
’
nbr steps betw 2 reassignments of v’
write(071,*) coolstep,
’
nbr steps betw 2 reassignments of T’
write(071,*) coolrate,’
coolrate’
write(071,*) nomtoten,
’ nominal val. tot en. (ignore if<-100)’
write(071,*) olseed,’
olseed’
write(071,*) hstep,’
stepsize’
write(071,*) ntotstep,’
total number of steps for the run’
write(071,*) nprintstep,
’
nr steps btw. 2 prints of the run’
write(071,*) ndumpstep,’
nr. steps btw. 2 cal. of’,
’ corr. fcts. (=ndumpstep)’
write(071,*) naverstep,’
naverstep’
write(071,*) ncorrelmax,’
nr. pts. large corr. fct. (=K)’
write(071,*) ncorrel,’
nr. pts. small corr. fct. (=P)’
write(071,*) tneighli,’
nr. steps before update neighli’
write(071,*) nsystdump,’
stps for tot syst. crash dump’
write(071,*) restart,’
is this a restart run (0/1=n/y)’
write(071,*) beta,’
beta of Ewald sum,’
write(071,*) rmax,’
rmax of Ewald sum,’
write(071,*) kmax,’
kmax of Ewald sum,’
write(071,*) decay,’
decay of exp-factor: short-range’
write(071,*) decayew,’
decay of exp-factor: ewald’
write(071,*) decayal,’
decay of exp-factor: al-charge’
write(071,*) decayalo,’
decay of exp-factor: al-o’
write(071,*) dump_file_1
write(071,*) vel_file_1 ! !!!
write(071,*) nvelstep ! !!!
else ! restart=1
open (071,file=fileout1,status=’new’,
form=’formatted’)
endif ! restart
! ppf 11/23/04, orig ’unknown’

&

MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ntotstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(nprintstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ndumpstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(naverstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ncorrelmax, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ncorrel, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(tneighli, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(nsystdump, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(restart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(beta, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(rmax, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(kmax, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decay, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayew, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayal, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayalo, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(nvelstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr) ! !!!
! Setup of constants:
! -------------------------------------------------------! for the rng
twop24=16777216
intwop24=1.d0/dfloat(twop24)
if(restart == 0) then
i24=24
j24=10
carry=0
endif
tdtp24=2.0/float(twop24+1)
! for the simulation

C

vol=lbox*lbox*lbox
invol=1.d0/vol
density=npart*invol ! npart init below, dens. init after that
lboxd2=lbox/2.d0
inlbox=1.d0/lbox

inmpiston=1.d0/mpiston
oned3=1.d0/3.d0
hstepd3=hstep*oned3
onemeps=1.d0-coolrate
deltat=coolrate*coolstep*hstep
asisi=0.0d0
aoo=1388.773d0
asio=18003.7572d0
bsisi=0.0d0
boo=2.76000d0
bsio=4.87318d0
csisi=0.0d0
coo=175.0000d0
csio=133.5381d0
anao=3542.2072d0
bnao=4.13455d0
aalo=8566.5434d0!
balo=4.66222d0 ! Al Satz B
calo=73.0913d0 !
nlocal=npart/numprocs
nstart=myid*nlocal+1
nend=nstart+nlocal-1
do i=1,nlocal
pindex=i+myid*nlocal
if(pindex <= napart) then
ch(i)=2.4d0
m(i)=28.086d0
else
if(pindex <= napart+nbpart) then
ch(i)=0.6d0
m(i)=22.99d0
else
if (pindex <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
ch(i)=1.8d0 !Al
m(i)=26.981539d0
else
ch(i)=-1.2d0
m(i)=15.9994d0
endif
endif
endif
enddo
chsi=2.4d0
chna=0.6d0
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rsqmax=rmax*rmax+2
ksqmax=kmax*kmax+2
npart=napart+nbpart+ncpart+ndpart !Al
npart3=3*npart

al2d2=rcow*rcow
sqrcewald=al2d2*lbox*lbox
rcewald=rcow*lbox
rcoaasq=rcoaa*rcoaa
rcoabsq=rcoab*rcoab
rcobbsq=rcobb*rcobb
!
rcoacsq=rcoac*rcoac
rcobcsq=rcobc*rcobc
rcoccsq=rcocc*rcocc
!Al
rcoadsq=rcoad*rcoad
rcobdsq=rcobd*rcobd
rcocdsq=rcocd*rcocd
rcoddsq=rcodd*rcodd
!
al2skin=al2d2*rskinw**2
hsqd2=hstep**2/2.d0
hsqd3=hstep**2/3.d0
hstepd2=hstep/2.d0

potshaa=0.d0 ! SiSi interaction has only Coulomb
potshab=0.d0 ! SiNa interaction has only Coulomb
potshbb=0.d0 ! NaNa interaction has only Coulomb
potshac=0.d0 ! SiAl interaction has only Coulomb
potshcc=0.d0 ! AlAl interaction has only Coulomb
potshad=asio*exp(-bsio*rcoad)-csio*rcoad**(-6) !
potshbd=anao*exp(-bnao*rcobd)
!
potshcd=aalo*exp(-balo*rcocd)-calo*rcocd**(-6) !
potshdd=aoo*exp(-boo*rcodd)-coo*rcodd**(-6)
!

!
!!

part
part
part
part !
part ! Al
Al

pi=2.d0*asin(1.d0)
twopi=2.d0*pi
twopidlbox=twopi/lbox
eps0=8.8542d0
e2n=1602.19d0/(4.d0*pi*eps0)
alpha=beta*lbox
twoadrpi=2.d0*alpha/sqrt(pi)
twobdpi=2.d0*beta/sqrt(pi)
alpha2=alpha*alpha
malpha=(-1.d0)*alpha2
mbeta=(-1.d0)*beta*beta
erkon=0.3275911d0*alpha
erkonbeta=0.3275911d0*beta
r1=1.7d0
r2=4.9d0
constq_na=(exp(2.d0/3.d0)-1.d0)/(r2-r1)**2
r3=1.25043d0
r4=6.0d0
! Al q(r)
constq_al=0.d0
constq_al=(exp(1.d0/18.d0)-1.d0)/(r4-r3)**2
potcontal1r3=1.d0/(r3-r4)
potcontalr3=exp(decayal*potcontal1r3*potcontal1r3)
constq_al=(exp(potcontalr3*1.d0/18.d0)-1.d0)
&
*(1.d0+(r4-r3)**2)/(r4-r3)**2
potcontalor3=exp(decayalo*potcontal1r3*potcontal1r3)
constq_alo=(exp(potcontalor3*1.d0/18.d0)-1.d0)
&
*(1.d0+(r4-r3)**2)/(r4-r3)**2

! for the neighlist
! !!!
wskinwd2=(rcow*lbox*(rskinw-1.d0)/2.d0)**2
!
write(6,*) ’wskinwd2 = ’, wskinwd2

! Compute the times of the small correlation function
p=ncorrel
p=p-1
do k=1,p
cortim(k)=nint(dfloat(ndumpstep)**(k/dfloat(p+1)))
enddo

! !!!
ncorrelnew=k
if(myid == master) then
write(071,*) ’ncorrelnew=’,ncorrelnew
do k=1,ncorrelnew
write(071,*) cortim(k)
enddo
endif
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
if(ncorrelnew+ncorrelmax+1 > cor1dim+cor2dim) then
if(myid == master) then
print*,’error5’,ncorrel,ncorrelnew,
&
ncorrelmax,cor1dim,cor2dim
write(071,*) ’error5’, ncorrel,ncorrelnew,
&
ncorrelmax,cor1dim,cor2dim
endif
stop
endif
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

! Random number generator:
!-----------------------------------------------------------------!
! Generate the 24 seeds needed by the rng using a bad generator but
! which is good enough for this purpose. See f. james Comp. phys.
! comm. 60,329,(1990). s(n+1)=mod(23*s(n),10**8+1)
!
! To make sure that different system sizes imply different initial
! configurations, the seeds depend on npart.
if(restart == 0)

then

iseed=olseed
do i=24,1,-1
iseed=abs(iseed-npart*182+iseed/npart)
iseed=mod(iseed,100000001)
iseedn=iseed
do j=1,22 ! to prevent overflow we add ’by hand’
iseedn=iseedn+iseed
if(iseedn > 100000001) iseedn=iseedn-100000001
enddo
iseed=iseedn
seed(i)=abs(mod(iseed,twop24))
enddo
! Run the rng for a while to get rid of the initial values

cortim(1)=0
k=2
j=2
! !!!
do while (j <= p)
if(cortim(j) /= cortim(k)) then
k=k+1

do j=1,10000
uni=seed(i24)-seed(j24)-carry
if(uni < 0) then
uni=uni+twop24
carry=1
else
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! Compute the times when the correlation functions are evaluated
!---------------------------------------------------------------

cortim(k)=cortim(j)
j=j+1
else
j=j+1
endif
enddo
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chal=1.8d0 !Al
cho=-1.2d0

carry=0
endif
seed(i24)=uni
i24=i24-1
if(i24 == 0) i24=24
j24=j24-1
if(j24 == 0) j24=24
enddo

read(060,’(a)’) filein2
endif
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
! This is an old run - read in the old configuration
if(restart == 0) then

endif ! restart=0
! Startconfiguration:
!--------------------------------------------------------------!
! If this is a new run (olddat=0) generate a start configuration
! (positions and velocities; in case of an "old" run
! a start configuration in asci format (restart=0) or in
! binary format with the start parameters (restart=1)
! has to be read in.
if(olddat == 0) then ! this is a new run

if(myid == master) then
open(062,file=filein2,status=’old’,form=’formatted’)
! Read only the old positions and velicities
read(062,*) lbox,volvel
do i=1,npart
read(062,*) pos(3*i-2),pos(3*i-1),pos(3*i),
&
vel(3*i-2),vel(3*i-1),vel(3*i)
enddo
close(062)
endif ! master

! Generate a random initial configuration
do i=1,npart
do j=1,3
uni=seed(i24)-seed(j24)-carry
if(uni < 0) then
uni=uni+twop24
carry=1
else
carry=0
endif
seed(i24)=uni
i24=i24-1
if(i24 == 0) i24=24
j24=j24-1
if(j24 == 0) j24=24
randn(j)=uni
enddo
pos(3*i-2)=randn(1)*lbox*intwop24
pos(3*i-1)=randn(2)*lbox*intwop24
pos(3*i)=randn(3)*lbox*intwop24
enddo
do i=1,3*nlocal
pindex=i+3*myid*nlocal
posloc(i)=pos(pindex)
enddo
! generate velocities
call maxbol(temp,m)
! velocity of the volume
volvel=0.d0
else ! new or old run?
if(myid.eq.master) then
write(6,fmt=’(’’ File with the old data ? ’’,$)’)

&
&
&

do i=1,3*nlocal
pindex=i+3*myid*nlocal
posloc(i)=pos(pindex)
runposloc(i)=posloc(i)
enddo
else ! then restart=1

&

if(myid == master) then
open(062,file=filein2,status=’old’, ! ppf 11/23/04 orig unkn’n
form=’formatted’) ! !!

! Read all the old information
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
read(062,*) oolddat
read(062,*) onapart
if(onapart /= napart) then
print*,’onapart /= napart’,onapart,napart
stop
endif
read(062,*) onbpart
if(onbpart /= nbpart) then
print*,’onbpart /= nbpart’,onbpart,nbpart
stop
endif
read(062,*) oncpart
if(oncpart /= ncpart) then
print*,’oncpart /= ncpart’,oncpart,ncpart
stop
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!

&
&

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_BCAST(lbox, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(volvel, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(pos, 3*npart, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_SCATTER(vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

&

! Read positions and velocities
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&

stop
endif
read(062,*) temp
read(062,*) ocooltim
if(ocooltim /= cooltim) then
print*,’ocooltim /= cooltim’,ocooltim,cooltim
stop
endif
read(062,*) opressext
if(opressext /= pressext) then
print*,’opressext /= pressext’,opressext,pressext
stop
endif
read(062,*) ompiston
if(ompiston /= mpiston) then
print*,’ompiston /= mpiston’,ompiston,mpiston
stop
endif
read(062,*) otbathstep
read(062,*) ocoolstep
read(062,*) ocoolrate
if(ocoolrate /= coolrate) then
print*,’ocoolrate /= coolrate’,ocoolrate,coolrate
stop
endif
read(062,*) onomtoten
if(onomtoten /= nomtoten) then
print*,’onomtoten /= nomtoten’,onomtoten,nomtoten
stop
endif
read(062,*) oolseed
read(062,*) ohstep
if(ohstep /= hstep) then
print*,’ohstep /= hstep’,ohstep,hstep
stop
endif
read(062,*) ontotstep
read(062,*) onprintstep
if(onprintstep /= nprintstep) then
print*,’onprintstep /= nprintstep’,
onprintstep,nprintstep
stop
endif
read(062,*) ondumpstep
if(ondumpstep /= ndumpstep) then
print*,’ondumpstep /= ndumpstep’,
ondumpstep,ndumpstep
stop
endif
read(062,*) oncorrelmax
read(062,*) oncorrel
read(062,*) otneighli
read(062,*) onsystdump
read(062,*) string1
read(062,*) fileout3
read(062,*) starttime
read(062,*) ncorrelnew
read(062,*) decay
read(062,*) decayew
read(062,*) decayal
read(062,*) decayalo
read(062,*) nvelstep ! !!!
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endif
read(062,*) ondpart
if(ondpart /= ndpart) then
print*,’ondpart /= ndpart’,ondpart,ndpart
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcoaa
if(orcoaa /= rcoaa) then
print*,’orcoaa /= rcoaa’,orcoaa,rcoaa
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcoab
if(orcoab /= rcoab) then
print*,’orcoab /= rcoab’,orcoab,rcoab
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcoac
if(orcoac /= rcoac) then
print*,’orcoac /= rcoac’,orcoac,rcoac
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcobb
if(orcobb /= rcobb) then
print*,’orcobb /= rcobb’,orcobb,rcobb
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcobc
if(orcobc /= rcobc) then
print*,’orcobc /= rcobc’,orcobc,rcobc
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcocc
if(orcocc /= rcocc) then
print*,’orcocc /= rcocc’,orcocc,rcocc
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcoad
if(orcoad /= rcoad) then
print*,’orcoad /= rcoad’,orcoad,rcoad
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcobd
if(orcobd /= rcobd) then
print*,’orcobd /= rcobd’,orcobd,rcobd
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcocd
if(orcocd /= rcocd) then
print*,’orcocd /= rcocd’,orcocd,rcocd
stop
endif
read(062,*) orcodd
if(orcodd /= rcodd) then
print*,’orcodd /= rcodd’,orcodd,rcodd
stop
endif
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
read(062,*) orcow
if(orcow /= rcow) then
print*,’orcow /= rcow’,orcow,rcow
stop
endif
read(062,*) orskinw
if(orskinw /= rskinw) then
print*,’orskinw /= rskinw’,orskinw,rskinw

&
&

read(062,*) lbox,volvel,vol
do i=1,npart
read(062,*) pos(3*i-2),pos(3*i-1),pos(3*i),
vel(3*i-2),vel(3*i-1),vel(3*i),
runpos(3*i-2),runpos(3*i-1),runpos(3*i)
enddo

! Random number variables
read(062,*) uni,carry,i24,j24
do i=1,24
read(062,*) seed(i)
enddo
close(062)
endif ! master

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

! Send the data we have read from file 062 by process 0
! (master) to all the other processes:

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_BCAST(oolddat, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
call MPI_BCAST(onapart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(onbpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(oncpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ondpart, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcoaa, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcoab, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcoac, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcobb, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcobc, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcocc, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcoad, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcobd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcocd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orcodd, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
call MPI_BCAST(orcow, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(orskinw, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(temp, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ocooltim, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(opressext, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)

call MPI_BCAST(ompiston, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(otbathstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ocoolstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ocoolrate, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(onomtoten, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(oolseed, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ohstep, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ontotstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(onprintstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ondumpstep, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(oncorrelmax, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(oncorrel, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(otneighli, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(onsystdump, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(starttime, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(ncorrelnew, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(lbox, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(volvel, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(vol, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(pos, 3*npart, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(uni, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(carry, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(i24, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(j24, 1, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(seed, 24, MPI_INTEGER, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_SCATTER(vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_SCATTER(runpos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
runposloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decay, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayew, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayal, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
call MPI_BCAST(decayalo, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, master,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)

endif ! restart
close(060)
endif ! olddat

!************************************************************
!
Start of MD-Algorithm
*
!************************************************************
! Test whether all particles are in the box
if(myid == master) then
do i=1,3*npart
if(pos(i) < 0.or.pos(i) > lbox) then
print*,’error1’,i,pos(i)
write(071,*) ’error1 ’,i,pos(i)
stop
endif
enddo
if(restart == 0) then
if(olddat == 0) filein2=’ ’
fileout3=fileout1
write(071,fmt=’(a)’) filein2
call flush(071)
endif
close(071)
! ppf 11/23/04
endif ! master

!

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

!
First MD-step
!------------------------------------------------------------prepk
neilist(pos,runposloc,neighposloc)
force(time,posloc,pos,acc)
analyse1(time,posloc,pos,velloc)

insttemp=ekin*2.d0/3.d0
density=npart*invol
if(restart == 0) starttime=0
if(myid == master) then

&
&
&

if(restart == 0) then
open(071,file=fileout1,status=’old’,form=’formatted’
,position=’append’) ! ppf 11/23/04
press=insttemp*density+virial*invol
write(071,fmt=’(g12.6,10g23.15)’)
starttime*hstep,insttemp,ekin+epot,epot,press,
pos(3),pos(6),vol,volvel,

!

ekin+epot+(0.5*mpiston*volvel**2+pressext*vol)/npart,
temp
call flush(071)
close(071) ! ppf 11/22/04

open(061,file=filein1,status=’replace’) ! ch fro.unknown 11/23/04
restart=1
!
rewind 061
! taken out 11/23/04
!
open(061,file=filein1,status=’old’)
! taken out 11/23/04
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(061,*) olddat,’
new or old run (0/1)’
write(061,*) napart,’
number of Si particles’
write(061,*) nbpart,’
number of Na particles’
write(061,*) ncpart,’
number of Al particles’
write(061,*) ndpart,’
number of 0 particles’
write(061,*) lbox,’
size of box’
write(061,*) rcoaa,’
cutoff radius for SiSi’
write(061,*) rcoab,’
cutoff radius for SiNa’
write(061,*) rcoac,’
cutoff radius for SiAl’
write(061,*) rcobb,’
cutoff radius for NaNa’
write(061,*) rcobc,’
cutoff radius for NaAl’
write(061,*) rcocc,’
cutoff radius for AlAl’
write(061,*) rcoad,’
cutoff radius for SiO’
write(061,*) rcobd,’
cutoff radius for NaO’
write(061,*) rcocd,’
cutoff radius for AlO’
write(061,*) rcodd,’
cutoff radius for OO’
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(061,*) rcow,’
cutoff for ewald’
write(061,*) rskinw,’
factor for skin of ewald sum’
write(061,*) temp,’
temperature’
write(061,*) cooltim,’
cooltime’
write(061,*) pressext,’
ext press’
write(061,*) mpiston,’
mass of piston (0.002 * mass)’
write(061,*) tbathstep,’ nbr steps betw 2 reassignm of v’
write(061,*) coolstep,’
nbr steps betw 2 reassignm of T’
write(061,*) coolrate,’
coolrate’
write(061,*) nomtoten,
&
’ nominal val.tot en.(ignore if<-100)’
write(061,*) olseed,’
iseed’
write(061,*) hstep,’
step size’
write(061,*) ntotstep,
&
’
total number of steps for the run’
write(061,*) nprintstep,
&
’ nr.steps btw.2 prints of run state’
write(061,*) ndumpstep,’
nr.steps btw. 2 cal. of’,
&
’ corr.fcts. (=ndumpstep)’
write(061,*) naverstep,’ naverstep’
write(061,*) ncorrelmax,’
nr.pts. large corr.fct. (=K)’
write(061,*) ncorrel,’
nr.pts. small corr.fct. (=P)’
write(061,*) tneighli,’ nr. steps before update neighli’
write(061,*) nsystdump,’ stps for tot syst.crash dump’
write(061,*) restart,’ is this a restart run (0/1=n/y)’
write(061,*) beta,’
beta’
write(061,*) rmax,’
rmax’
write(061,*) kmax,’
kmax’
write(061,*) decay,’
decay of exp-factor: short-range’
write(061,*) decayew,’
decay of exp-factor: ewald’
write(061,*) decayal,’
decay of exp-factor: al-charge’
write(061,*) decayalo,’
decay of exp-factor: al-o’
write(061,fmt=’(a)’) dump_file_1
write(061,fmt=’(a)’) vel_file_1
write(061,*) nvelstep,’ nvelstep’ !!!!
close(061)
endif ! restart
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call
call
call
call

&
&
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do i=1,3*nlocal
pindex=i+3*myid*nlocal
posloc(i)=pos(pindex)
enddo

endif ! master
! update the scaled positions

&
&
! !!!
&
&

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_GATHER( runposloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
runpos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

do i=1,3*nlocal
displa=hstep*velloc(i)+hsqd2*acc(i)
posloc(i)=posloc(i)+displa
runposloc(i)=runposloc(i)+displa
fpart1(i)=acc(i)
enddo

call MPI_GATHER( velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

! update volume dependent variables
! write the dump file at t=starttime

do i=1,3*nlocal
if(posloc(i) < 0) then
posloc(i)=posloc(i)+lbox
else
if(posloc(i) > lbox) then
posloc(i)=posloc(i)-lbox
endif
endif
enddo

if(myid == master) then
dump_file_2=dump_file_1
call addnumtostring(dump_file_2,starttime)
! !!
open(075,file=dump_file_2,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
write(075,*) starttime
do j=1,3*npart,3
write(075,*) runpos(j),runpos(j+1),runpos(j+2)
enddo
close(075)

&
&

call MPI_ALLGATHER( posloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
pos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

! now we compress this file
call force(time,posloc,pos,acc)
!
!
!
!
!
!

&

open(076,file=’temporary_file_bks’,status=’new’)
write(076,fmt=’(120a)’)
’/usr/local/gnu/bin/gzip ’,dump_file_2
close(076)
call system("sh < temporary_file_bks")
call system("rm temporary_file_bks")

! write the vel file at t=starttime
vel_file_2=vel_file_1
call addnumtostring(vel_file_2,starttime)
! !!
open(079,file=vel_file_2,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
write(079,*) starttime
do j=1,3*npart,3
write(079,*) vel(j),vel(j+1),vel(j+2)
enddo
close(079)
endif ! master

! update position velocities w/ sanity guard (ppf 11/26/04)
! i.e. magntd of velocities are bounded at tail of MB-dist
! orig version below
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$
c$$$

do i=3,3*nlocal,3
newvelx=velloc(i-2)+hstepd2*(fpart1(i-2)+acc(i-2))
newvely=velloc(i-1)+hstepd2*(fpart1(i-1)+acc(i-1))
newvelz=velloc(i)+hstepd2*(fpart1(i)+acc(i))
newvel2=newvelx*newvelx+newvely*newvely+newvelz*newvelz
if (newvel2 > 0.36d0) then
scafacvel = sqrt(0.36d0/newvel2)
newvelx=scafacvel*newvelx
newvely=scafacvel*newvely
newvelz=scafacvel*newvelz
endif
velloc(i-2)=newvelx
velloc(i-1)=newvely
velloc(i)=newvelz
enddo

begintime2 = MPI_WTIME()
do i=1,3*nlocal
velloc(i)=velloc(i)+hstepd2*(fpart1(i)+acc(i))
enddo

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

! now md step is done. analyse some or influence the system if needed.
! -----------------------------------------------!
Time-loop
! -----------------------------------------------! Update of neighbor list if necessary, i.e. if any particle moved
! further than half the skin-width:
!

write(6,*) ’Abfrage: wskinwd2 = ’, wskinwd2
i=1
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do time=starttime+1,ntotstep
! -----------------------------------------------

!
!
!
!
!
!!
!
!!

do while (i <= nlocal .and. newloc < 1)
dx=runposloc(3*i-2)-neighposloc(3*i-2)
dy=runposloc(3*i-1)-neighposloc(3*i-1)
dz=runposloc(3*i)-neighposloc(3*i)
rsq=dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz
if (i == 10) write(6,*) ’i = 10 : rsq = ’, rsq
if (rsq >= wskinwd2) then
if (myid == master) then
write(6,*) ’i = ’, i
write(6,*) ’wskinwd2 = ’, wskinwd2
write(6,*) ’rsq = ’, rsq
write(6,*) ’call subroutine neighli at time ’, time
endif
call neilist(pos,runposloc,neighposloc)
newloc=1
endif
i=i+1
enddo

&

!

!

fileout1 /= ’ ’) then
print*, time*hstep
call analyse1(time,posloc,pos,velloc)
if(myid == master) then
open(071,file=fileout1,status=’old’,form=’formatted’
&
,position=’append’) ! ppf 11/23/04
insttemp=ekin*2.d0/3.d0
press=insttemp*density+virial*invol
write(071,fmt=’(g12.6,10g23.15)’)
&
time*hstep,insttemp,ekin+epot,epot,
&
press,pos(3),pos(6),vol,volvel,
&
ekin+epot+
&
(0.5*mpiston*volvel**2+pressext*vol)/npart,
&
temp
call flush(071)
close(071) ! ppf 11/22/04
endif ! master
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
endif
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new=0
newloc=0

! Make a dump of the system in case of a crash?

!
!
!

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( newloc, new, 1, MPI_INTEGER,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
if (new > 0) then
call neilist(pos,runposloc,neighposloc)
if (myid == master) then
write(6,*) ’call subroutine neighli at time ’, time
endif
endif

! Adjust the temperature ?
if(time <= cooltim .and. mod(time,coolstep) == 0) then
temp=temp+deltat
if(temp < 0) then
temp=0
coolstep=10000
tbathstep=10
endif
endif
! Thermalize the velocities?

if(time+tbathstep > cooltim) then
! Last time of cooling. Adjust the total energy?
if(nomtoten > -100) then
call analyse1(time,posloc,pos,velloc)
scafac=sqrt((nomtoten-epot)/ekin)
do i=1,3*nlocal
velloc(i)=velloc(i)*scafac
enddo
endif
endif
endif
! Print the status of the system?
if(mod(time,nprintstep) == 0 .and.

if(mod(time,nsystdump) == 0 .and.
fileout2 /= ’ ’) then

&
&

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_GATHER( velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

&
&

call MPI_GATHER( runposloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
runpos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

if(myid == master) then
open(072,file=fileout2,status=’replace’,
&
form=’formatted’) ! !! ppf 11/23/04 unknown -> replace
write(072,*) olddat
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(072,*) napart
write(072,*) nbpart
write(072,*) ncpart
write(072,*) ndpart
write(072,*) rcoaa
write(072,*) rcoab
write(072,*) rcoac
write(072,*) rcobb
write(072,*) rcobc
write(072,*) rcocc
write(072,*) rcoad
write(072,*) rcobd
write(072,*) rcocd
write(072,*) rcodd
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(072,*) rcow
write(072,*) rskinw
write(072,*) temp
write(072,*) cooltim
write(072,*) pressext
write(072,*) mpiston
write(072,*) tbathstep
write(072,*) coolstep
write(072,*) coolrate
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if(time <= cooltim .and. mod(time,tbathstep) == 0) then
call maxbol(temp,m)

&

write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)
write(072,*)

nomtoten
olseed
hstep
ntotstep
nprintstep
ndumpstep
ncorrelmax
ncorrel
tneighli
nsystdump
filein2
fileout3
time
ncorrelnew
decay
decayew
decayal
decayalo
nvelstep ! !!!

! Positions and velocities

&
&

&

write(079,*) time
do j=1,3*npart,3
write(079,*) vel(j),vel(j+1),
vel(j+2)
enddo
close(079)

endif
! !!!
! the positions

&
&
&

do i=1,ncorrelnew
if(mod(time,ndumpstep) == cortim(i).or.
(mod(time,naverstep) ==
mod(cortim(i),naverstep) .and.
time >= cortim(i))) then

! Write a configuration file:
dump_file_2=dump_file_1
call addnumtostring(dump_file_2,time)

write(072,*) lbox,volvel,vol
do i=1,npart
write(072,*) pos(3*i-2),pos(3*i-1),pos(3*i),
vel(3*i-2),vel(3*i-1),vel(3*i),
runpos(3*i-2),runpos(3*i-1),runpos(3*i)
enddo

&

&

open(075,file=dump_file_2,status=’new’,
form=’formatted’) ! !!
write(075,*) time
do j=1,3*npart,3
write(075,*) runpos(j),runpos(j+1),
runpos(j+2)
enddo
close(075)

! Random number variables
! Compress this file:
write(072,*) uni,carry,i24,j24
do i=1,24
write(072,*) seed(i)
enddo
close(072)
endif ! master
call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
endif ! end of crash dump

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

&

open(076,file=’temporary_file_bks’,status=’new’)
write(076,fmt=’(120a)’)
’/usr/local/gnu/bin/gzip ’,dump_file_2
close(076)
call system("sh < temporary_file_bks")
call system("rm temporary_file_bks")

! for this time we have a dump. thus we don’t look further
goto 8000
call MPI_GATHER( velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
&
&

call MPI_GATHER( runposloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
runpos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

endif
enddo ! ncorrelnew
8000

do i=1,3*npart
if(pos(i) < 0.or.pos(i) > lbox) then
print*,’error2’,i,pos(i),vel(i),vol,volvel
endif
enddo

! Make a dump file of the configuration?
endtime1=MPI_WTIME()
testtime=endtime1-begintime

if(myid == master) then
! !!!
! the velocities

endif ! master

if(mod(time,nvelstep) == 0) then
&
9001

if(testtime > 14040) goto 9006
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&

vel_file_2=vel_file_1
call addnumtostring(vel_file_2,time)
open(079,file=vel_file_2,status=’new’,
form=’formatted’) ! !!

call MPI_BCAST( testtime, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
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! ----------------------------------------------------enddo ! time loop
! -----------------------------------------------------

! Write the results
! ----------------------------------------------------

! File with the final state

&
&

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_GATHER( velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

if(myid == master) then
endtime2 = MPI_WTIME()
write(6,*) ’wct on process 0 = ’,endtime2-begintime2
if(fileout2 /= ’ ’) then
open(072,file=fileout2,status=’replace’
&
,form=’formatted’) ! ppf 11/24/04 unknown -> replace
write(072,*) lbox,volvel
do i=1,npart
write(072,fmt=’(6g25.15)’)
&
pos(3*i-2),pos(3*i-1),pos(3*i),
&
vel(3*i-2),vel(3*i-1),vel(3*i)
enddo
close(072)
endif
print*,’good exit’
write(071,*) ’good exit’
close(071) ! taken out 11/24/04 ppf b/c !open at this point

!
!

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_FINALIZE( ierr )
stop ’final stop’
!
!

-----------------------------------------------

! Crash dump for time slices of the run
!9006

if(myid == master) close(071) ! 11/22/04 ppf b/c !open at this point

9006 call MPI_GATHER( velloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
vel, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

call MPI_GATHER( runposloc, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
runpos, 3*nlocal, MPI_DOUBLE,
master, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

if(myid == master) then
fileout1=fileout3
call addnumtostring(fileout1,time)
open(060,file=fileoffiles,status=’replace’)
!
rewind 060
write(060,’(a)’) filein1
write(060,’(a)’) fileout1
write(060,’(a)’) fileout2
write(060,’(a)’) fileout2
close(060)
write(6,*) ’time = ’,time
! !!
open(072,file=fileout2,status=’replace’,form=’formatted’)
write(072,*) olddat
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(072,*) napart
write(072,*) nbpart
write(072,*) ncpart
write(072,*) ndpart
write(072,*) rcoaa
write(072,*) rcoab
write(072,*) rcoac
write(072,*) rcobb
write(072,*) rcobc
write(072,*) rcocc
write(072,*) rcoad
write(072,*) rcobd
write(072,*) rcocd
write(072,*) rcodd
!Al!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
write(072,*) rcow
write(072,*) rskinw
write(072,*) temp
write(072,*) cooltim
write(072,*) pressext
write(072,*) mpiston
write(072,*) tbathstep
write(072,*) coolstep
write(072,*) coolrate
write(072,*) nomtoten
write(072,*) olseed
write(072,*) hstep
write(072,*) ntotstep
write(072,*) nprintstep
write(072,*) ndumpstep
write(072,*) ncorrelmax
write(072,*) ncorrel
write(072,*) tneighli
write(072,*) nsystdump
write(072,*) filein2
write(072,*) fileout3
write(072,*) time
write(072,*) ncorrelnew
write(072,*) decay
write(072,*) decayew
write(072,*) decayal
write(072,*) decayalo
write(072,*) nvelstep ! !!!
! Positions and velocities
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endtime=MPI_WTIME()
write(6,*) ’wall clock time of process 0 = ’,
&
endtime-begintime
open(073,file=’DONEa’,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
close(073)
endif ! master

&
&

&
&

real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::

write(072,*) lbox,volvel,vol
do i=1,npart
write(072,*) pos(3*i-2),pos(3*i-1),pos(3*i),
vel(3*i-2),vel(3*i-1),vel(3*i),
runpos(3*i-2),runpos(3*i-1),runpos(3*i)
enddo

! Random number variables
write(072,*) uni,carry,i24,j24
do i=1,24
write(072,*) seed(i)
enddo
close(072)
open(073,file=’DUMPa’,status=’new’,form=’formatted’)
close(073)
endif ! master

integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend
integer time
real(DOUBLE):: hstep,ekin,epot

call MPI_FINALIZE( ierr )
end

rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq !Al
fxi,fyi,fzi
alpha,vs,tmp,tmpf1,tmpf2,tmp2,tmp3
tmpf3 !Al
chsi,cho,chna,chal,tp,t,tp2 !Al
mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald
rcewald,decayew,tfcoul
aoo,asisi,asio,bsisi,boo,bsio,csisi,coo,csio
anao,bnao,aalo,balo,calo !Al
chsisq,chsichna,chnacho,chnasq,chosq,chsicho
chsichal,chalsq,chalcho,chnachal !Al
factor1,r1,r2,r2sq,constq_na,r2mrij,c_r2mrij
r3,r4,r4sq,constq_al,constq_alo,r4mrij
c_r4mrij,r4mrijsqp1 !Al
log_tmpf2p1
log_tmpf3p1 !Al

! PROGRAM
common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/sim2/napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart !Al
common/sim3/hstep,ekin,epot
common/sim4/rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,
&
rcobcsq,rcoccsq,
&
rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq, !Al
&
rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd,decay
common/sim5/potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,
&
potshbc,potshcc,
&
potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd !Al
common/neigw/neighwald
common/ewald/alpha,kvec,vs
common/rsum4/mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald,rcewald,decayew
common/box/inlbox
common/potpar/e2n,m
common/potpar2/asisi,asio,aoo,bsisi,bsio,boo,
&
csisi,csio,coo,anao,bnao,aalo,balo,calo !Al
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend
common/potmod/r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo,
&
decayal,decayalo !Al

! __________________________________________________________
! ---------------------------------------------------------!
SUBROUTINES:
! ---------------------------------------------------------subroutine force(time,posloc,pos,acc)
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer partdim,maxk,nchpart,pindex
integer partdimloc,nchpartloc,nofcpus
parameter(partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
parameter(maxk=1208,nofcpus=32)
integer*2 neighwald(800,nchpartloc)
integer recvcounts(nofcpus)
real(DOUBLE):: pos(partdim),posloc(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: acc(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: fshort1(partdim)
real(DOUBLE):: fshort(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: m(nchpartloc),ch(nchpartloc),kvec(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: ckf(partdimloc)

chsisq=chsi*chsi
chsichna=chsi*chna
chosq=cho*cho
chsicho=chsi*cho
chnacho=chna*cho
chnasq=chna*chna
!Al
chsichal=chsi*chal
chalsq=chal*chal
chalcho=chal*cho
chnachal=chna*chal
r2sq=r2*r2
r4sq=r4*r4
!Al
! first zero all accelerations
do j=1,3*npart
fshort1(j)=0.d0
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integer i,j,high,neighno,varsel
integer napart,nbpart,ncpart,npart
integer ndpart !Al
real(DOUBLE):: vol,inlbox,lbox,lboxd2
real(DOUBLE):: xx,yy,zz,dx,dy,dz
real(DOUBLE):: rsq,tforce,oort4,e2n,rij
real(DOUBLE):: rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd,decay
real(DOUBLE):: potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,potshbc,potshcc
real(DOUBLE):: potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd
real(DOUBLE):: potcont,potcont1,dpotcont
real(DOUBLE):: potcontew1,potcontew,dpotcontew
real(DOUBLE):: potcontal1,potcontal,dpotcontal,decayal,decayalo
real(DOUBLE):: rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,rcobcsq,rcoccsq

! now compute the forces on the particles
do i=nstart,nend
pindex=i-myid*nlocal
xx=pos(3*i-2)
yy=pos(3*i-1)
zz=pos(3*i)
fxi=0.d0
fyi=0.d0
fzi=0.d0
high=1+neighwald(1,pindex)
do neighno=2,high
j=neighwald(neighno,pindex)
dx=xx-pos(3*j-2)
dy=yy-pos(3*j-1)
dz=zz-pos(3*j)
if(dx > lboxd2) then
dx=dx-lbox
else
if(dx < -lboxd2) dx=dx+lbox
endif
if(dy > lboxd2) then
dy=dy-lbox
else
if(dy < -lboxd2) dy=dy+lbox
endif
if(dz > lboxd2) then
dz=dz-lbox
else
if(dz < -lboxd2) dz=dz+lbox
endif
rsq=dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz

! Select the kind of interaction (Si-Si, Si-Na, Si-Al, Si-O,
! Na-Na, Na-Al, Na-O, Al-Al, Al-O, or O-O interaction):

select case (varsel)
! Calculate the forces depending on the kind of interaction:
! Si-Si interaction:
case(1)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Si-Si interact. !=0

&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
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if(i <= napart) then
! Si-Si, Si-Na ,Si-Al or Si-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=1
! Si-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=2
! Si-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=3
! Si-Al
else
varsel=4
! Si-O
endif
endif
endif
else
if(i <= napart+nbpart) then
! Na-Si, Na-Na ,Na-Al or Na-O
if(j <= napart) then

varsel=2
! Na-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=5
! Na-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=6 ! Na-Al
else
varsel=7 ! Na-O
endif
endif
endif
else
if(i <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
! Al-Si, Al-Na ,Al-Al or Al-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=3
! Al-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=6
! Al-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=8 !Al-Al
else
varsel=9 ! Al-O
endif
endif
endif
else
! O-Si, O-Na, O-Al or O-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=4
!O-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=7
!O-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=9 !O-Al
else
varsel=10 ! O-O
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
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enddo

&
!

+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

tforce=chsisq*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce

case(3)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Si-Al interact. !=0

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

tforce=chsichal*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n

!

endif ! the Si-Si interaction !=0
! Si-Na interaction:
case(2)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Si-Na interact. !=0

&
&
!

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

tforce=chsichna*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n

if(rsq < r2sq) then
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chsichna
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
tmpf2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
tforce=tforce+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)
&
+2.d0*e2n*chsichna*c_r2mrij/
&
(rsq*tmpf2)
endif

if(rsq < r4sq) then
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chsichal
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
tmpf2=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

tforce=tforce
+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)*potcontal
+2.d0*e2n*chsichal*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
((rsq*r4mrijsqp1)*
(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-e2n*chsichal*log(tmpf2)*dpotcontal*potcontal/
rsq
endif
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
endif ! the Si-Al interaction !=0

! Si-O interaction:

fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce

case(4)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the interact. !=0

endif ! the Si-Na interaction !=0
&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))
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! Si-Al interaction:

potcontal1=1.d0/(rij-r4)
potcontal=exp(-decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontal=2.d0*decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1

&
&

&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

if(rsq < r2sq) then
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chnasq
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
tmpf2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
log_tmpf2p1=log(tmpf2)+1.d0
tforce=tforce-tmpf1+
&
tmpf1*log_tmpf2p1*log_tmpf2p1
&
+4.d0*chnasq*e2n*log_tmpf2p1
&
*c_r2mrij/(rsq*tmpf2)
endif

tfcoul=chsicho*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
tforce=tfcoul
if(rij.le.1.276d0) then ! poly
tfcoul=chsicho*(twobdpi+tp*tmp)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*e2n
print*, ’force: Si-O polfit, time=’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
tforce=(2.854414803940525d0
+ 50.d0*(rij-1.415895492578260d0)**2
-chsicho*e2n/rsq)*tmp
+ tfcoul
else
! Buck?
if(rsq.lt.rcoadsq) then ! Buckingham
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcoad)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
oort4=1.d0/(rsq*rsq*rsq*rsq)
tforce=(bsio*asio*exp(-bsio*rij)*tmp
-6.d0*csio*oort4)*potcont
-(asio*exp(-bsio*rij)-csio*rsq**(-3)
-potshad)*dpotcont*tmp
+tfcoul
endif
! Buckingham
endif
! poly/Buck
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
endif

! the Si-O interaction !=0

! Na-Na interaction:

fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
endif ! the Na-Na interaction !=0
! Na-Al interaction:
case(6)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Al-Al interact. !=0

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

tforce=chnachal*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n

!

if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Na-Na interact. !=0

&
&

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

!

tforce=chnasq*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)

&
&
&
&
&

if (rij < r2) then
if(rij < r4) then
tforce=tforce-tmpf1+
tmpf1*log_tmpf2p1*log_tmpf3p1
+2.d0*chnachal*e2n*log_tmpf3p1
*c_r2mrij/(rsq*tmpf2)
+2.d0*chnachal*e2n*log_tmpf2p1
*c_r4mrij/(rsq*tmpf3)
else
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tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chnachal
r2mrij=r2-rij
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
tmpf2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
tmpf3=c_r4mrij*r4mrij+1.d0
log_tmpf2p1=log(tmpf2)+1.d0
log_tmpf3p1=log(tmpf3)+1.d0

case(5)

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
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&
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&
&

&
&

tforce=tforce+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)
+2.d0*chnachal*e2n
*c_r2mrij/(rsq*tmpf2)
endif
else
if(rij < r4) then
tforce=tforce+tmpf1*log(tmpf3)
+2.d0*chnachal*e2n
*c_r4mrij/(rsq*tmpf3)
endif
endif
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce

&

fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
endif ! the Na-O interaction !=0
!

Al-Al interaction:
case(8)

endif ! the Na-Al interaction !=0

if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Al-Al interact. !=0

! Na-O interaction:

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

tforce=chalsq*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n

case(7)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Na-O interact. !=0

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcobd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1*potcont
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

!

&

tfcoul=chnacho*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
tforce=tfcoul

!

if(rsq < r4sq) then
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chalsq
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
tmpf2=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
log_tmpf2p1=log(tmpf2)+1.d0

&

potcontal1=1.d0/(rij-r4)
potcontal=exp(-decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontal=2.d0*decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

tforce=tforce
+tmpf1*2.d0*log(tmpf2)*potcontal
+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)*log(tmpf2)*potcontal
*potcontal
+4.d0*chalsq*e2n*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
((rsq*r4mrijsqp1)
*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-2.d0*chalsq*e2n*log(tmpf2)*dpotcontal
*potcontal/rsq
+4.d0*chalsq*e2n*log(tmpf2)
*potcontal*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
((rsq*r4mrijsqp1)*
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if(rsq < r2sq) then
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chnacho
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
tmpf2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
if (rsq < rcobdsq) then
tforce=tforce
&
+bnao*anao*exp(-bnao*rij)*tmp*potcont
&
-(anao*exp(-boo*rij)-potshbd)*dpotcont*tmp
&
+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)
&
+2.d0*chnacho*e2n*c_r2mrij/
&
(rsq*tmpf2)
else
tforce=tforce
&
+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)
&
+2.d0*chnacho*e2n*c_r2mrij/
&
(rsq*tmpf2)

endif
else
if (rsq < rcobdsq) then
tforce=tforce+bnao*anao*exp(-bnao*rij)*tmp*potcont
-(anao*exp(-boo*rij)-potshbd)*dpotcont*tmp
endif
endif

(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-2.d0*chalsq*e2n*log(tmpf2)*log(tmpf2)
*potcontal*potcontal*dpotcontal/rsq
endif
&
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce

&
&
&
&

endif ! the Al-Al interaction !=0
!!

Al-O interaction:

!!!

case(9)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the Al-O interact. !=0

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

endif ! the Al-O interaction !=0
!

O-O interaction:
case(10)
if(rsq < sqrcewald) then ! the O-O interact. !=0

&
&

rij=sqrt(rsq)
tp2=exp(mbeta*rsq)
tmp=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))

&

potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1

&

&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

tfcoul=chosq*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
tforce=tfcoul
if(rij.le.1.9547d0) then ! poly
tfcoul=chosq*(twobdpi+tp*tmp)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*e2n
print*, ’force: O-O polfit, time=’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
tforce=(-895.1167913110047d0
+ 0.1d0*(rij-97.25876559594301d0)**2
-chosq*e2n/rsq)*tmp
+ tfcoul
else
! Buck?
if(rsq.lt.rcoddsq) then ! Buck
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcodd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
oort4=1.d0/(rsq*rsq*rsq*rsq)
tforce=(boo*aoo*exp(-boo*rij)*tmp
-6.d0*coo*oort4)*potcont
-(aoo*exp(-boo*rij)-coo*rsq**(-3)-potshdd)
*dpotcont*tmp
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&
&
&

tfcoul=chalcho*(twobdpi+tp*tmp-tp*dpotcontew)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*potcontew*e2n
tforce=tfcoul
if(rij.le.1.28d0) then ! poly
tfcoul=chalcho*(twobdpi+tp*tmp)
*tmp*tmp*tp2*e2n
print*, ’force: Al-O polfit, time=’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
tforce=(-26.72474332964989d0
+ 3.d0*(rij-4.490117496439167d0)**2
-chalcho*e2n/rsq)*tmp
+ tfcoul
else
! q(r)? Buck?
if(rsq.lt.r4sq) then ! q(r)
tmpf1=tmp*tmp*tmp*e2n*chalcho
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r4mrij=constq_alo*r4mrij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
tmpf2=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
potcontal1=1.d0/(rij-r4)
potcontal=exp(-decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontal=2.d0*decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1
tforce=tforce
+tmpf1*log(tmpf2)*potcontal
+2.d0*chalcho*e2n*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
((rsq*r4mrijsqp1)*
(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-e2n*chalcho*log(tmpf2)*dpotcontal
*potcontal/rsq
endif

if(rsq.lt.rcocdsq) then ! Buck
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcocd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
oort4=1.d0/(rsq*rsq*rsq*rsq)
tforce=tforce+(balo*aalo*exp(-balo*rij)*tmp
-6.d0*calo*oort4)*potcont
-(aalo*exp(-balo*rij)
-calo*rsq**(-3)-potshcd)
*dpotcont*tmp
endif
endif
fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
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&
&
&

&

+ tfcoul
endif
endif

! poly/Buck

fxi=fxi+dx*tforce
fshort1(3*j-2)=fshort1(3*j-2)-dx*tforce
fyi=fyi+dy*tforce
fshort1(3*j-1)=fshort1(3*j-1)-dy*tforce
fzi=fzi+dz*tforce
fshort1(3*j)=fshort1(3*j)-dz*tforce
endif ! the O-O interaction !=0
end select ! varsel
enddo ! loop over neighbors
fshort1(3*i-2)=fshort1(3*i-2)+fxi
fshort1(3*i-1)=fshort1(3*i-1)+fyi
fshort1(3*i)=fshort1(3*i)+fzi
enddo ! over particles
do i=1,numprocs
recvcounts(i)=3*nlocal
enddo
&
&

call MPI_REDUCE_SCATTER( fshort1, fshort, recvcounts,
MPI_DOUBLE, MPI_SUM,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call FKWALD( posloc,kvec,ckf )
tmp2=e2n*inlbox**2
do i=1,nlocal
tmp3=1.d0/m(i)
tmp=ckf(3*i-2)*tmp2+fshort(3*i-2)
acc(3*i-2)=tmp*tmp3
tmp=ckf(3*i-1)*tmp2+fshort(3*i-1)
acc(3*i-1)=tmp*tmp3
tmp=ckf(3*i)*tmp2+fshort(3*i)
acc(3*i)=tmp*tmp3
enddo
return
end

subroutine analyse1(time,posloc,pos,velloc)
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)

integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend
integer time
common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/sim2/napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart !Al
common/sim3/hstep,ekin,epot
common/sim4/rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,
&
rcobcsq,rcoccsq,
&
rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq, !Al
&
rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd,decay
common/sim5/potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,
&
potshbc,potshcc,
&
potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd !Al
common/sim11/virial
common/ewald/alpha,kvec,vs
common/box/inlbox
common/potpar/e2n,m
common/potpar2/asisi,asio,aoo,bsisi,bsio,boo,
&
csisi,csio,coo,anao,bnao,aalo,balo,calo !Al
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend
common/neigw/neighwald
common/potmod/r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo,
&
decayal,decayalo !Al
! compute kinetic energy
ekinloc=0.d0
do i=1,nlocal
ekinloc=ekinloc+m(i)*(velloc(3*i-2)*velloc(3*i-2)
&
+velloc(3*i-1)*velloc(3*i-1)
&
+velloc(3*i)*velloc(3*i) )
enddo
ekinloc=ekinloc/2.d0/npart
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integer partdim,nchpart,maxk
integer partdimloc,nchpartloc
parameter(partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
parameter(maxk=1208)
integer*2 neighwald(800,nchpartloc)
real(DOUBLE):: pos(partdim),posloc(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: velloc(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: kvec(maxk),m(nchpartloc),ch(nchpartloc)

integer i,j,napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart,npart !Al
integer varsel,high,neighno,pindex
real(DOUBLE):: hstep,epot,epotloc,ekin,ekinloc
real(DOUBLE):: vol,lbox,inlbox,lboxd2
real(DOUBLE):: xx,yy,zz,rsq,e2n,rij,dx,dy,dz
real(DOUBLE):: rcoad,rcobd,rcocd,rcodd,decay
real(DOUBLE):: potcont,potcont1,dpotcont
real(DOUBLE):: potcontal,potcontal1,dpotcontal
real(DOUBLE):: rcoaasq,rcoabsq,rcobbsq,rcoacsq,rcobcsq,rcoccsq
real(DOUBLE):: rcoadsq,rcobdsq,rcocdsq,rcoddsq !Al
real(DOUBLE):: potshaa,potshab,potshbb,potshac,potshbc,potshcc
real(DOUBLE):: potshad,potshbd,potshcd,potshdd !Al
real(DOUBLE):: alpha,vs,virshort,pot1,pot2,virial
real(DOUBLE):: chsi,cho,chna,chal,chsisq,chosq,chsicho,chalcho !Al
real(DOUBLE):: vr,vcoulk,vcoul
real(DOUBLE):: aoo,asisi,asio,bsisi,boo,bsio,csisi,coo,csio
real(DOUBLE):: anao,bnao
real(DOUBLE):: aalo,balo,calo !Al
real(DOUBLE):: virshort_all,vr_all,vcoulk_all
real(DOUBLE):: virmod,virmod_all
real(DOUBLE):: r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo
real(DOUBLE):: decayal,decayalo
real(DOUBLE):: tmp0,tmp1,tmp2,r4mrij,c_r4mrij,r4mrijsqp1

epotloc=0.d0
virshort=0.d0
chsisq=chsi*chsi
chosq=cho*cho
chsicho=chsi*cho
chalcho=chal*cho
do i=nstart,nend
pindex=i-myid*nlocal
xx=pos(3*i-2)
yy=pos(3*i-1)
zz=pos(3*i)
high=1+neighwald(1,pindex)
do neighno=2,high
j=neighwald(neighno,pindex)
dx=xx-pos(3*j-2)
dy=yy-pos(3*j-1)
dz=zz-pos(3*j)
if(dx < -lboxd2) dx=dx+lbox
if(dx > lboxd2) dx=dx-lbox
if(dy < -lboxd2) dy=dy+lbox
if(dy > lboxd2) dy=dy-lbox
if(dz < -lboxd2) dz=dz+lbox
if(dz > lboxd2) dz=dz-lbox
rsq=dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz
! Select the kind of interaction (Si-Si, Si-Na, Si-Al, Si-O,
! Na-Na, Na-Al, Na-O, Al-Al, Al-O, or O-O interaction):

select case (varsel)
! Calculate the energy depending on the kind of interaction:
! Si-Si interaction
case(1)
if(rsq < rcoaasq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshaa ! Si-Si only Coulomb
endif
! Si-Na interaction
case(2)
if(rsq < rcoabsq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshab ! Si-Na only Coulomb
endif
! Si-Al interaction
case(3)
if(rsq < rcoacsq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshac ! Si-Al only Coulomb
endif
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if(i <= napart) then
! Si-Si, Si-Na ,Si-Al or Si-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=1
! Si-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=2
! Si-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=3
! Si-Al
else
varsel=4
! Si-O
endif
endif
endif
else
if(i <= napart+nbpart) then
! Na-Si, Na-Na ,Na-Al or Na-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=2
! Na-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=5
! Na-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=6 ! Na-Al
else
varsel=7 ! Na-O
endif
endif
endif
else

if(i <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
! Al-Si, Al-Na ,Al-Al or Al-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=3
! Al-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=6
! Al-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=8 !Al-Al
else
varsel=9 ! Al-O
endif
endif
endif
else
! O-Si, O-Na, O-Al or O-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=4
!O-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=7
!O-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=9 !O-Al
else
varsel=10 ! O-O
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
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! now compute the potential energy

endif
! Si-O interaction

! Al-Al interaction
case(8)

case(4)

if(rsq < rcoccsq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshcc ! Al-Al only Coulomb
endif

if(rsq.lt.rcoadsq) then ! Buck/poly
rij=sqrt(rsq)

&

&
&
&
&
&

&

&
&

if(rij.le.1.276d0) then ! poly
print*, ’analyse: Si-O polfit, time’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
pot1=rij-1.415895492578260d0
pot2=chsicho*e2n/rij
epotloc=epotloc+(-23.96027323560657d0
-2.854414803940525d0*rij
-16.6666666666667d0*pot1**3)-pot2
virshort=virshort
-(-2.854414803940525d0
-50.d0*pot1**2)*rij
-pot2
else
! Buck
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcoad)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
pot1=asio*exp(-bsio*rij)
pot2=csio*rsq**(-3)
epotloc=epotloc+(pot1-pot2-potshad)*potcont
virshort=virshort+
(bsio*pot1*rij-6.d0*pot2)*potcont
-(pot1-pot2-potshad)*dpotcont*rij
endif
! Buck
endif ! Buck/poly

! Na-Na interaction

! Al-O interaction !!!
case(9)
if(rsq.lt.rcocdsq) then ! Buck/poly
rij=sqrt(rsq)
if(rij.le.1.28d0) then ! poly
print*, ’analyse: Al-O polfit, time’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
potcontal1=1.d0/(rij-r4)
potcontal=exp(-decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontal=2.d0*decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1

&

&

pot1=rij-4.490117496439167d0
tmp0=chalcho*e2n/rij
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r4mrij=constq_alo*r4mrij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
tmp1=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
tmp2=1.d0+log(tmp1)*potcontal
pot2=tmp0*tmp2
epotloc=epotloc+
(-87.62405037735975d0+26.72474332964989d0*rij
-pot1**3)
-pot2
virshort=virshort(26.72474332964989d0-3.d0*pot1**2)*rij
-2*chalcho*e2n*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
(r4mrijsqp1*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
+chalcho*e2n*log(tmp1)*dpotcontal*potcontal
-pot2 ! ppf 8/15/04 dpotcontAL; -pot2

&
&
&

case(5)
if(rsq < rcobbsq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshbb ! Na-Na only Coulomb
endif

&
&
&
&
&

! Na-Al interaction
case(6)
if(rsq < rcobcsq) then ! the interact. != 0
epotloc=epotloc+0.d0-potshbc ! Na-Al only Coulomb
endif

&

! Na-O interaction
case(7)

&
&

! O-O interaction
case(10)
if(rsq.lt.rcoddsq) then ! Buck/poly
rij=sqrt(rsq)
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&

if(rsq < rcobdsq) then !Al
rij=sqrt(rsq)
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcobd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1*potcont
pot1=anao*exp(-bnao*rij)
epotloc=epotloc+(pot1-potshbd)*potcont !Al
virshort=virshort+(bnao*pot1*rij)*potcont
-(pot1-potshbd)*dpotcont*rij

else
! Buck
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcocd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
pot1=aalo*exp(-balo*rij)
pot2=calo*rsq**(-3)
epotloc=epotloc+(pot1-pot2-potshcd)*potcont
virshort=virshort+
(balo*pot1*rij-6.d0*pot2)*potcont
-(pot1-pot2-potshcd)*rij*dpotcont
endif
endif ! BUck/poly

&

&
&
&
&
&
&

&

&
&

end select ! varsel
enddo ! over neighbours
enddo ! over particles

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

-------------------------------------------|
i
|
j
||
i
|
j
|
-------------------------------------------|
1
| 2,N/2+1 || N/2+1 |
N/2+2,N
|
|
2
| 3,N/2+2 || N/2+2 | N/2+3,N;1,1 |
|
3
| 4,N/2+3 || N/2+3 | N/2+4,N;1,2 |
|
.
|
.
||
.
|
.
|
|
.
|
.
||
.
|
.
|
|
.
|
.
||
.
|
.
|
| N/2-1 | N/2,N-1 || N-1 | N,N;1,N/2-2 |
| N/2 | N/2+1,N ||
N
|
1,N/2-1
|
-------------------------------------------subroutine neilist(pos,runposloc,neighposloc) ! !!!
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer partdim,partdimloc,nchpartloc
parameter(partdim=6624,partdimloc=207)
parameter(nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
integer*2 neighwald(800,nchpartloc)
real(DOUBLE):: pos(partdim)
real(DOUBLE):: runposloc(partdimloc),neighposloc(partdimloc) ! !!
integer i,j,k,npart
integer listend,pindex,countw
real(DOUBLE):: xx,yy,zz,dx,dy,dz,lbox,lboxd2,vol
real(DOUBLE):: rsq,al2skin,alsksq
integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend
character*132 fileout1

call rwald(pos,virmod,vr)
call kwald(posloc,vcoulk,kvec)

&

vcoul=(vr_all*lbox+vcoulk-vs)*inlbox*e2n
virial=(virshort_all+
((vcoulk-vs)*inlbox+virmod_all)*e2n)/3.d0
epot=epot+vcoul
epot=epot/npart
return
end

! The next subroutine calculates the neighbor list
! neighwald(neighbor number,part. number i) = part. number j
! where i and j are counted in the following way:
!

! ppf 11/22/04

common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/neigw/neighwald
common/skinw/al2skin
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend
common/fileio/fileout1
! ppf 11/22/04
alsksq=al2skin*lbox*lbox
do i=nstart,nend
pindex=i-myid*nlocal
countw=1
xx=pos(3*i-2)
yy=pos(3*i-1)
zz=pos(3*i)
if(i <= npart/2) then
listend=npart/2
else
listend=npart/2-1
endif
do k=1,listend
j=mod(i+k-1,npart)+1
dx=xx-pos(3*j-2)
dy=yy-pos(3*j-1)
dz=zz-pos(3*j)
if(dx < -lboxd2) then
dx=dx+lbox
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call MPI_ALLREDUCE( ekinloc, ekin, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( epotloc, epot, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( virshort, virshort_all, 1,
&
MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( virmod, virmod_all, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( vr, vr_all, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
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if(rij.le.1.9547d0) then ! poly
print*, ’analyse: O-O polfit, time’,
time*hstep, ’rij=’, rij
pot1=rij-97.25876559594301d0
pot2=chosq*e2n/rij
epotloc=epotloc
+(-30590.38498535246d0
+895.1167913110047d0*rij
-0.03333333333333d0*pot1**3)
-pot2
virshort=virshort
-(895.1167913110047d0-0.1d0*pot1**2)*rij
-pot2
else
! Buck
potcont1=1.d0/(rij-rcodd)
potcont=exp(-decay*potcont1*potcont1)
dpotcont=2.d0*decay*potcont1*potcont1*potcont1
*potcont
pot1=aoo*exp(-boo*rij)
pot2=coo*rsq**(-3)
epotloc=epotloc+(pot1-pot2-potshdd)*potcont
virshort=virshort+
(boo*pot1*rij-6.d0*pot2)*potcont
-(pot1-pot2-potshdd)*dpotcont*rij
endif
endif
! Buck/poly

else
if(dx > lboxd2) dx=dx-lbox
endif

real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::
real(DOUBLE)::

if(dy < -lboxd2) then
dy=dy+lbox
else
if(dy > lboxd2) dy=dy-lbox
endif

integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend
common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/sim8/velloc
common/sim9/tdtp24,carry,i24,j24,seed,twop24
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend

if(dz < -lboxd2) then
dz=dz+lbox
else
if(dz > lboxd2) dz=dz-lbox
endif
rsq=dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz
10
if(rsq < alsksq) then !found neighb. for ewald
countw=countw+1
neighwald(countw,pindex)=j
endif
enddo

! k=1,listend

neighwald(1,pindex)=countw-1

&

temp,tdtp24,v1,v2,r,s,ma,mb,tmp,tm
scafac,ekin,ekinloc
cmvx,cmvy,cmvz
cmvxloc,cmvyloc,cmvzloc
vol,lbox,lboxd2,inlbox

if(myid == master) then
if(countw > 800) then
print*,’errorwald3’, countw
open(071,file=fileout1,status=’old’,form=’formatted’
,position=’append’) ! ppf 11/22/04
write(071,*) ’errorwald3 ’,countw
close(071) ! ppf 11/22/04
endif
endif

do i=1,3*nlocal,2
uni=seed(i24)-seed(j24)-carry
if(uni < 0) then
uni=uni+twop24
carry=1
else
carry=0
endif
seed(i24)=uni
i24=i24-1
if(i24 == 0) i24=24
j24=j24-1
if(j24 == 0) j24=24
v1=tdtp24*(uni+1)-1.0
uni=seed(i24)-seed(j24)-carry
if(uni < 0) then
uni=uni+twop24
carry=1
else
carry=0
endif
seed(i24)=uni
i24=i24-1
if(i24 == 0) i24=24
j24=j24-1
if(j24 == 0) j24=24
v2=tdtp24*(uni+1)-1.0

enddo ! i=nstart,nend
! !!!
do i=1,3*nlocal
neighposloc(i)=runposloc(i)
enddo
return
end

s=v1*v1+v2*v2
if(s >= 1.0) goto 10
r=sqrt(-2.0*log(s)/s)
! Routine to generate a maxwell-boltzmann distribution
! for the velocities

velloc(i)=v1*r
velloc(i+1)=v2*r

subroutine maxbol(temp,m)
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer partdim,partdimloc,nchpart,nchpartloc
parameter (partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter (partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
real(DOUBLE):: velloc(partdimloc),m(nchpartloc)

!

Scale velocities with respective mass factor
do i=1,nlocal
tmp=1.d0/sqrt(m(i))
velloc(3*i-2)=tmp*velloc(3*i-2)
velloc(3*i-1)=tmp*velloc(3*i-1)
velloc(3*i)=tmp*velloc(3*i)
enddo
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integer npart
integer twop24,carry,i24,j24,seed(24),i,uni

enddo

!

in : ch,alpha

out: kvec,vs
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!
total momentum = 0

subroutine prepk
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’

cmvxloc=0.d0
cmvyloc=0.d0
cmvzloc=0.d0
do i=1,nlocal
tm=m(i)
cmvxloc=cmvxloc+velloc(3*i-2)*tm
cmvyloc=cmvyloc+velloc(3*i-1)*tm
cmvzloc=cmvzloc+velloc(3*i)*tm
enddo

integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer maxk,partdim,nchpart,partdimloc,nchpartloc
parameter(maxk=1208,partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
integer kx_field(maxk),ky_field(maxk),kz_field(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: kvec(maxk),ch(nchpartloc)

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( cmvxloc, cmvx, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( cmvyloc, cmvy, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( cmvzloc, cmvz, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

integer i,k,npart
integer kmax,ksqmax,ksq,kx,ky,kz,totk,kcount
real(DOUBLE):: vol,lbox,lboxd2,chsi,cho,chna,chal,pi,twopi
real(DOUBLE):: twopidlbox !Al
real(DOUBLE):: alpha,vs,vs_loc,b,rkx,rky,rkz,rksq

&

integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend

cmvx=cmvx/npart
cmvy=cmvy/npart
cmvz=cmvz/npart

common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/ewald/alpha,kvec,vs
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/ksum1/kmax,ksqmax
common/ksum4/kx_field,ky_field,kz_field
common/rsum3/pi,twopi,twopidlbox
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend

do i=1,nlocal
tm=1.d0/m(i)
velloc(3*i-2)=velloc(3*i-2)-cmvx*tm
velloc(3*i-1)=velloc(3*i-1)-cmvy*tm
velloc(3*i)=velloc(3*i)-cmvz*tm
enddo

b=1.d0/4.d0/alpha/alpha
!

Scale velocities to get the right temperature
ekinloc = 0.d0
do i=1,nlocal
ekinloc=ekinloc+m(i)*(velloc(3*i-2)*velloc(3*i-2)
&
+velloc(3*i-1)*velloc(3*i-1)
&
+velloc(3*i)*velloc(3*i) )
enddo

scafac=sqrt(3.d0*temp*npart/ekin)
inlbox=1.d0/lbox
do i=1,3*nlocal
velloc(i)=velloc(i)*scafac
enddo
return
end

!
!
!
!

Routine to set up the wave-vectors for the Ewald sum.
see Allen & Tildesley: f22.for
k for box of unit length
& selfterm vs included , because also once at the beginning calc.

loop over k-vectors, note that k_x is pos. (sym.)
totk=0
kcount=0
do kx=0,kmax
rkx=twopi*dfloat(kx)
do ky=-kmax,kmax
rky=twopi*dfloat(ky)
do kz=-kmax,kmax
rkz=twopi*dfloat(kz)
ksq=kx*kx+ky*ky+kz*kz
kcount=kcount+1
if((ksq < ksqmax) .and. (ksq /= 0)) then
totk=totk+1
if(totk > maxk) stop ’kvec is too small’
rksq=rkx*rkx+rky*rky+rkz*rkz
kvec(totk)=twopi*exp(-b*rksq)/rksq
kx_field(totk)=kx
ky_field(totk)=ky
kz_field(totk)=kz
endif
enddo ! kz
enddo ! ky
enddo ! kx
if(myid == master) then
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call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( ekinloc, ekin, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
&
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

!

write(*,’ ( ’’ EWALD sum SETUP COMPLETE ’’
) ’)
write(*,’ ( ’’ NUMBER OF WAVEVECTORS IS ’’, I5 ) ’) totk
endif

common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend
common/potmod/r1,r2,r3,r4,constq_na,constq_al,constq_alo,
&
decayal,decayalo !Al

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
vr=0.d0
virmod=0.d0
!

Calculate self term of k-sum.
do i=nstart,nend
pindex=i-myid*nlocal
rxi=pos(3*i-2)
ryi=pos(3*i-1)
rzi=pos(3*i)
high=1+neighwald(1,pindex)

vs_loc=0.d0
do i=1,nlocal
vs_loc=vs_loc+ch(i)*ch(i)
enddo
&

call MPI_ALLREDUCE( vs_loc, vs, 1, MPI_DOUBLE,
MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

do neighno=2,high
j=neighwald(neighno,pindex)
rxij=rxi-pos(3*j-2)
ryij=ryi-pos(3*j-1)
rzij=rzi-pos(3*j)
if(rxij < -lboxd2) then
rxij=rxij+lbox
else
if(rxij > lboxd2) rxij=rxij-lbox
endif
if(ryij < -lboxd2) then
ryij=ryij+lbox
else
if(ryij > lboxd2) ryij=ryij-lbox
endif
if(rzij < -lboxd2) then
rzij=rzij+lbox
else
if(rzij > lboxd2) rzij=rzij-lbox
endif
rijsq=rxij*rxij+ryij*ryij+rzij*rzij

vs=alpha*vs/sqrt(pi)
return
end

! Real space part of potential energy by ewald method
! in: ch,pos
out: virmod,vr
subroutine rwald(pos,virmod,vr)
implicit none
integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer partdim,nchpart,partdimloc,nchpartloc
parameter(partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
integer*2 neighwald(800,nchpartloc)
real(DOUBLE):: pos(partdim),ch(nchpartloc),r1,r2,constq_na
real(DOUBLE):: r3,r4,constq_al,constq_alo !Al
integer i,j,rmax,rsqmax,napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart !Al
integer pindex,high,neighno,npart,varsel
real(DOUBLE):: vol,lbox,lboxd2,invrij,vijtmp,vijtmp2,vij,vr
real(DOUBLE):: vijtmp3 !Al
real(DOUBLE):: r2mrij,c_r2mrij,logargp1
real(DOUBLE):: r4mrij,c_r4mrij,logargp1al,r4mrijsqp1 !Al
real(DOUBLE):: chi,chj,chsi,cho,chna,chal !Al
real(DOUBLE):: rxi,ryi,rzi,rxij,ryij,rzij,rijsq,rij
real(DOUBLE):: t,tp,mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald,rcewald
real(DOUBLE):: decayew
real(DOUBLE):: virmod,virij,expfac
real(DOUBLE):: potcontew1,potcontew,dpotcontew
real(DOUBLE):: potcontal1,potcontal,dpotcontal,decayal
real(DOUBLE):: potcontalo,dpotcontalo,decayalo

if(rijsq < sqrcewald) then
rij=sqrt(rijsq)
invrij=1.d0/rij
t=1.d0/(1.d0+erkonbeta*rij)
tp=t*(0.254829592d0+t*(-0.284496736d0
&
+t*(1.421413741d0+t*(-1.453152027d0
&
+t*1.061405429d0 ))))
!

&

&

common/sim1/vol,lbox,lboxd2,npart
common/sim2/napart,nbpart,ncpart,ndpart !Al
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/rsum1/rmax,rsqmax
common/rsum4/mbeta,twobdpi,erkonbeta,sqrcewald,rcewald,decayew
common/neigw/neighwald

&

potcontal1=1.d0/(rij-r4)
potcontal=exp(-decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontal=2.d0*decayal*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1
potcontalo=exp(-decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1)
dpotcontalo=2.d0*decayalo*potcontal1*potcontal1
*potcontal1

! Select the kind of interaction (Si-Si, Si-Na, Si-Al, Si-O,
! Na-Na, Na-Al, Na-O, Al-Al, Al-O, or O-O interaction):
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integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend

rcewald=sqrt(sqrcewald)
potcontew1=1.d0/(rij-rcewald)
potcontew=exp(-decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1)
dpotcontew=2.d0*decayew*potcontew1*potcontew1
*potcontew1
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select case (varsel)

! Calculate the energie depending on the kind of interaction:
! Si-Si interaction
case(1)
vij=chsi*chsi*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
virij=vij
!! Si-Na interaction
case(2)
virij=chsi*chna*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
if(rij < r2) then
vijtmp=chna*chsi*invrij
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
vijtmp2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)
virij=virij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)
&
+2.d0*chna*chsi*c_r2mrij/vijtmp2
endif
!! Si-Al interaction
case(3)
virij=chsi*chal*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
if(rij < r4) then
vijtmp=chal*chsi*invrij
r4mrij=r4-rij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
vijtmp2=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)*potcontal
virij=virij
&
+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)*potcontal
&
+2.d0*chal*chsi*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
&
(r4mrijsqp1*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
&
-chal*chsi*log(vijtmp2)*dpotcontal*potcontal
endif
! Si-O interaction
case(4)
vij=chsi*cho*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
virij=vij
!! Na-Na interaction
case(5)
virij=chna*chna*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
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if(i <= napart) then
! Si-Si, Si-Na ,Si-Al or Si-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=1
! Si-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=2
! Si-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=3
! Si-Al
else
varsel=4
! Si-O
endif
endif
endif
else
if(i <= napart+nbpart) then
! Na-Si, Na-Na ,Na-Al or Na-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=2
! Na-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=5
! Na-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=6 ! Na-Al
else
varsel=7 ! Na-O
endif
endif
endif
else
if(i <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
! Al-Si, Al-Na ,Al-Al or Al-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=3
! Al-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=6
! Al-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=8 !Al-Al
else
varsel=9 ! Al-O
endif
endif
endif
else
! O-Si, O-Na, O-Al or O-O
if(j <= napart) then
varsel=4
!O-Si
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart) then
varsel=7
!O-Na
else
if(j <= napart+nbpart+ncpart) then
varsel=9 !O-Al
else
varsel=10 ! O-O
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif

if(rij < r2) then
vijtmp=chna*chna*invrij
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
vijtmp2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
logargp1=log(vijtmp2)+1.d0
vij=vij-vijtmp+vijtmp*logargp1*logargp1
virij=virij-vijtmp+vijtmp*logargp1*logargp1
&
+4.d0*chna*chna*logargp1*c_r2mrij/
&
vijtmp2
endif

&

!! Al-Al interaction
case(8)

!! Na-Al interaction
case(6)
virij=chna*chal*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
vijtmp=chna*chal*invrij
r2mrij=r2-rij
r4mrij=r4-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
vijtmp2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
vijtmp3=c_r4mrij*r4mrij+1.d0
logargp1=log(vijtmp2)+1.d0
logargp1al=log(vijtmp3)+1.d0
if (rij < r2) then
if (rij < r4) then
vij=vij-vijtmp+vijtmp*logargp1*logargp1al
virij=virij-vijtmp+vijtmp*logargp1*logargp1al
&
+2.d0*chna*chal*logargp1al*c_r2mrij/
&
vijtmp2
&
+2.d0*chna*chal*logargp1*c_r4mrij/
&
vijtmp3
else
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)
virij=virij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)
&
+2.d0*chna*chal*c_r2mrij/vijtmp2
endif
else
if (rij < r4) then
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)
virij=virij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)
&
+2.d0*chna*chal*c_r4mrij/vijtmp3
endif
endif
!! Na-O interaction

+2.d0*chna*cho*c_r2mrij/vijtmp2
endif

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

virij=chal*chal*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
if(rij < r4) then
vijtmp=chal*chal*invrij
r4mrij=r4-rij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
c_r4mrij=constq_al*r4mrij
vijtmp3=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
logargp1=log(vijtmp3)+1.d0
vij=vij
+vijtmp*2.d0*log(vijtmp3)*potcontal
+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)*log(vijtmp3)
*potcontal*potcontal
virij=virij
+vijtmp*2.d0*log(vijtmp3)*potcontal
+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)*log(vijtmp3)
*potcontal*potcontal
+4.d0*chal*chal*potcontal*c_r4mrij/
(r4mrijsqp1*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-2.d0*chal*chal*log(vijtmp3)*dpotcontal*potcontal
+4.d0*chal*chal*log(vijtmp3)*potcontal*potcontal
*c_r4mrij/
(r4mrijsqp1*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
-2.d0*chal*chal*log(vijtmp3)*log(vijtmp3)
*potcontal*potcontal*dpotcontal
endif

!! Al-O interaction
case(9)
virij=cho*chal*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
if(rij < r4) then
vijtmp=chal*cho*invrij
r4mrij=r4-rij
r4mrijsqp1=1.d0+r4mrij*r4mrij
c_r4mrij=constq_alo*r4mrij
vijtmp3=1.d0+c_r4mrij*r4mrij/r4mrijsqp1
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)*potcontalo
virij=virij
&
+vijtmp*log(vijtmp3)*potcontalo
&
+2.d0*chal*cho*potcontalo*c_r4mrij/
&
(r4mrijsqp1*(c_r4mrij*r4mrij+r4mrijsqp1))
&
-chal*cho*log(vijtmp3)*dpotcontalo*potcontalo
endif

case(7)
! O-O interaction
case(10)
vij=cho*cho*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
virij=vij
end select ! varsel
vr=vr+vij
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virij=cho*chna*tp*exp(mbeta*rijsq)*potcontew*invrij
vij=virij
if(rij < r2) then
vijtmp=chna*cho*invrij
r2mrij=r2-rij
c_r2mrij=constq_na*r2mrij
vijtmp2=c_r2mrij*r2mrij+1.d0
vij=vij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)
virij=virij+vijtmp*log(vijtmp2)

eikz(i,-1)=conjg(eikz(i,1))
enddo
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virmod=virmod+virij
endif
enddo ! neighno
enddo ! i

! calculate remaining kx, ky and kz by recurrence

return
end

do j=2,kmax
do i=1,nlocal
eikx(i,j)=eikx(i,j-1)*eikx(i,1)
eiky(i,j)=eiky(i,j-1)*eiky(i,1)
eiky(i,-j)=conjg(eiky(i,j))
eikz(i,j)=eikz(i,j-1)*eikz(i,1)
eikz(i,-j)=conjg(eikz(i,j))
enddo
enddo

! K-Space part of potential energy by ewald method
! see Allen & T.: but * no self term here (only at beginning)
! in: ch,pos,kvec
out: vcoulk
subroutine kwald(posloc,vcoulk,kvec)
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’

! sum over all vectors

integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)

vcoulk=0.d0

integer partdim,nchpart,partdimloc,nchpartloc
integer maxk,kmax_para
parameter(partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
parameter(maxk=1208,kmax_para=8)
integer kx_field(maxk),ky_field(maxk),kz_field(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: posloc(partdimloc),ch(nchpartloc),kvec(maxk)
complex(DOUBLE):: eikx(1:nchpartloc,0:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: eiky(1:nchpartloc,-kmax_para:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: eikz(1:nchpartloc,-kmax_para:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: eikr(nchpartloc),sum(maxk),sum_all(maxk)

do kcount=1,maxk
kx=kx_field(kcount)
ky=ky_field(kcount)
kz=kz_field(kcount)
sum(kcount)=(0.d0,0.d0)
do i=1,nlocal
eikr(i)=eikx(i,kx)*eiky(i,ky)*eikz(i,kz)
sum(kcount)=sum(kcount)+ch(i)*eikr(i)
enddo
enddo

integer i,j,pindex,kcount,kmax,ksqmax,kx,ky,kz
real(DOUBLE):: chsi,cho,chna,chal,vcoulk,pi,twopi,twopidlbox
real(DOUBLE):: fact !Al
integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( sum, sum_all, maxk,
MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX, MPI_SUM,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

do kcount=1,maxk
kx=kx_field(kcount)
ky=ky_field(kcount)
kz=kz_field(kcount)
if(kx == 0) then
fact=1.d0
else
fact=2.d0
endif
vcoulk=vcoulk+fact*kvec(kcount)
&
*conjg(sum_all(kcount))*sum_all(kcount)
enddo

! construct exp(ikr) for all ions and k-vectors
! calculate kx, ky, kz= 0, -1 and 1 explicitly
do i=1,nlocal
eikx(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eiky(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eikz(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eikx(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-2)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-2)),DOUBLE)
eiky(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-1)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-1)),DOUBLE)
eikz(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i)),DOUBLE)
eiky(i,-1)=conjg(eiky(i,1))

return
end

! K-Space part of the coulombic force by ewald method
! in : ch,pos,kvec
out: ckf
subroutine fkwald(posloc,kvec,ckf)
implicit none
include ’mpif.h’
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common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/ksum1/kmax,ksqmax
common/rsum3/pi,twopi,twopidlbox
common/ksum4/kx_field,ky_field,kz_field
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend

&
&

integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)
integer partdim,nchpart,partdimloc,nchpartloc
integer maxk,kmax_para
parameter(partdim=6624,nchpart=partdim/3)
parameter(partdimloc=207,nchpartloc=partdimloc/3)
parameter(maxk=1208,kmax_para=8)
integer kx_field(maxk),ky_field(maxk),kz_field(maxk)
real(DOUBLE):: posloc(partdimloc),ckf(partdimloc)
real(DOUBLE):: ch(nchpartloc),kvec(maxk)
complex(DOUBLE):: eikx(1:nchpartloc,0:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: eiky(1:nchpartloc,-kmax_para:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: eikz(1:nchpartloc,-kmax_para:kmax_para)
complex(DOUBLE):: tsum(maxk),tsum_all(maxk)
integer i,j,pindex
integer kmax,ksqmax,kx,ky,kz,totk,kcount
real(DOUBLE):: chsi,cho,chna,chal,tfi,kxd,kyd,kzd,kveck,factor !Al
real(DOUBLE):: pi,twopi,twopidlbox
complex(DOUBLE):: tsum2,tmp,eikri,tforce
integer myid,ierr,numprocs,master
integer nlocal,nstart,nend
common/rsum3/pi,twopi,twopidlbox
common/charge/chsi,cho,chna,chal,ch !Al
common/ksum1/kmax,ksqmax
common/ksum4/kx_field,ky_field,kz_field
common/varmpi1/myid,ierr,numprocs,master
common/varmpi2/nlocal,nstart,nend

! construct exp(ikr) for all ions and k-vectors
! calculate kx, ky, kz = 0 , -1 and 1 explicitly
do i=1,nlocal
eikx(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eiky(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eikz(i,0)=(1.d0,0.d0)
eikx(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-2)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-2)),DOUBLE)
eiky(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-1)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i-1)),DOUBLE)
eikz(i,1)=cmplx(cos(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i)),
&
sin(twopidlbox*posloc(3*i)),DOUBLE)
eiky(i,-1)=conjg(eiky(i,1))
eikz(i,-1)=conjg(eikz(i,1))
enddo

! calculate remaining kx, ky and kz by recurrence

for every k-vector and

kx=kx_field(kcount)
ky=ky_field(kcount)
kz=kz_field(kcount)

&

tsum(kcount)=(0.d0,0.d0)
do j=1,nlocal
tsum(kcount)=tsum(kcount)+
eikx(j,kx)*eiky(j,ky)*eikz(j,kz)*ch(j)
enddo
enddo

call MPI_BARRIER( MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )
call MPI_ALLREDUCE( tsum, tsum_all, maxk,
&
MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX, MPI_SUM,
&
MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr )

! after initiating ckf(*) calculate the whole k space
! Ewald sum and write the result into ckf(*)
do j=1,3*nlocal
ckf(j)=0.d0
enddo
do kcount=1,maxk
kx=kx_field(kcount)
ky=ky_field(kcount)
kz=kz_field(kcount)
if(kx == 0) then
factor=1.d0
else
factor=2.d0
endif
kveck=kvec(kcount)
kxd=kx
kyd=ky
kzd=kz
tforce=factor*kveck*tsum_all(kcount)
do i=1,nlocal
eikri=conjg(eikx(i,kx)*eiky(i,ky)*eikz(i,kz))
tfi=aimag(eikri*tforce*ch(i))
ckf(3*i-2)=ckf(3*i-2)+tfi*kxd
ckf(3*i-1)=ckf(3*i-1)+tfi*kyd
ckf(3*i)=ckf(3*i)+tfi*kzd
enddo
enddo ! kcount
do i=1,3*nlocal
ckf(i)=-2.d0*ckf(i)*twopi
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do j=2,kmax
do i=1,nlocal
eikx(i,j)=eikx(i,j-1)*eikx(i,1)
eiky(i,j)=eiky(i,j-1)*eiky(i,1)
eiky(i,-j)=conjg(eiky(i,j))
eikz(i,j)=eikz(i,j-1)*eikz(i,1)
eikz(i,-j)=conjg(eikz(i,j))
enddo
enddo

! now calculate sum_i exp(ik.r_i)*ch_i
! write the result into tsum_all(*)
!
do kcount=1,maxk

enddo
return
end

return
end

! This subroutine adds the number ’number’ to the string ’string’

! This subroutine forces the contents of the iobuffer to be
! written to the file

subroutine addnumtostring(string,number)
implicit none

subroutine flush(iounit)
implicit none

integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)

integer,parameter:: DOUBLE = kind(1D0)

integer i,strlen,number,nodig,num,snum
character*(*) string

integer iounit
character*1 chara

snum=number
do i=len(string),1,-1
if(string(i:i) /= ’ ’) goto 10
enddo
10 strlen=i
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enddo

10
40

endfile iounit
rewind iounit
read (iounit,fmt=’(a)’, end=40) chara
goto 10
return
end

nodig=int(log10(1.0*snum+0.1))+1
do i=nodig,1,-1
num=snum/10**(i-1)
string(strlen+1:strlen+1)=char(48+num)
strlen=strlen+1
snum=snum-num*10**(i-1)

Appendix C. Program Code
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